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Entertainer Brenner
makes parents laugh

Operator
charged in
false tests

by Scott Raymond Carpenter
Friday Editor

In medieval times the town fool or court jester would entertain people with
silly gags and generally foolish behavior. In today's world, those who
entertain with anecdotal stories and comedic gestures axe considered
anything but fools, and the best of them are featured before millions on the
"Tonight Show."
David Brenner. If not the epitome of modern-day comedy, then easily a
representative of what the best of modern-day comedy is all about. Having
performed on Johnny Carson's "Tonight Show" 138 times, Brenner's
showmanship undisputablv embodies some sort of charisma that has
allowed him longevity in what is known in the entertainment industry as the
hardest job in the world, stand-up comedy.
"The Tonight Show," Brenner says, "is the top for a performer. A class
act. Like shooting craps on velvet as opposed to in an alley."
The Weet-2-inch, slim New Yorker who performed before a sell-out crowd
of over 5,000 in the University's Anderson Arena Saturday night, said show
business for him is just that, a business.

HARR1SBURG, Pa. (AP) - A federal grand jury indicted the former
operator of the Three Mile Island
plant yesterday on criminal charges
of falsifying safety test results before
the worst nuclear power accident in
the United States.
Federal officials have said that if
such false reports were filed, they
could have contributed to the severity
of the March 1979 accident in Middletown.
U.S. Attorney David Dart Queen,
who announced the 11-count indictment, refused to say if the alleged
violations by Metropolitan Edison Co.
led to the accident, in which Unit 2's
main cooling system lost water and
the radioactive core overheated. Another reactor, Unit 1, was undamaged.
"The indictment is going to have to
speak for itself," Queen said.
"What the grand jury indictment
alleges is that while it (the Unit 2
reactor) was operational and while it
was licensed, the company, through
its employees, engaged in a pattern of
criminal conduct/' Queen said.
The company was accused of attempting to conceal from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission data on the
rate of leakage from Unit 2's primary
cooling system, in which water passes
over the reactor's radioactive core
and heats up.

"I DON'T live a show business life," he said.
"I've always been able to separate my stage life from my real life. I don't
take my stage life off the stage and I don't bring life problems on stage."
Taking offhis comic mask for a moment. Brenner recalled the experience
of performing five snows before a night club crowd shortly after receiving
word that a close friend had committed suicide.
"That was possibly the one time I thought about anything but what was
going on in my show... I would get to a particular joke that had been one of
his favorites or something and I would think of him. But I don't think it
affected my act at all. I don't think the people even noticed."
He said lie also remembers instances such as performing the night his son
was born and during episodes of pain brought about by a "chronic back
problem" he suffers from. But, Brenner says, "you don't feel pain on
stage."
"I've often thought you could live forever if you could stay on stage."
IN HIS heavy New York accent, Brenner explained his theory of what
charges the stamina involved in perfoming a 60-minute comedy routine. He
said when he is performing his adrenalin '"flows like a marathon runner's."
"Where do you get it?," ne said. "I don't know. It's one of the mysteries of
show business."
Despite the burst of energy, Brenner says be is never nervous when
performing. He said other performers, such as Joan Rivers, whom be has
toured with extensively, are nervous "before, during and after every single
show." But, he said, anxiety has never affected his form before an audience.
That form, perhaps, is David Brenner's forte in his comedy career. He
said he "never has an act." When he steps on stage, he said, is when he
starts preparing for his routine. Not before.
Throughout his 10-month-per-year mostly Mid-West touring season,
Brenner said he "never perfoms the same show twice." He said his
material, which stems from humorous observations and personal experiences in the form of stories, seems to be "fresher" when be is spontaneous
during his show.
A COUPLE of new ventures for the former documentary film maker
include a soon-to-be-released album and an autobiographical book. The
album, he said, includes readings from the book and excerpts from inconcert performances.
"I've always felt people should see me live." I decided if I was going to do
an album it would be a unique idea."
His book, is made up of anecdotes from his life and career mixed with
thoughts, beliefs and philosophies, he said. He added, however, that it is
mosjly comedy and that anything of these other elements is probably not
obvious. "I gave some of my philosophy and things, but really, who am I to
tell people what to do. It's mostly lust for fun."
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David Brenner

THE LEAK rate tests were required to snow that leakage from the
primary system's plumbing was
within one gallon per minute. The
indictment says Metropolitan Edison
falsified reports on the tests for at
least five months before the accident.
An official of a sister company that
has taken over Metropolitan Edison's
responsibilities for the plant said yesterday that Met Ed's policy has always been to comply with the
regulations and the conditions of its
license.
The maximum total fine for all
violations is $85,000 and the costs of
prosecution, which Dart said would be
•very substantial."
The indictment charges the company with Gve counts of violating
provisions of its license to operate a
nuclear power plant, five counts of
violating NRC regulations and one
count of violating a federal statute
against false statements.

Faculty members question Olscamp's solutions
by Nancy Beach
stafl reporter

At least three University faculty
members agree with University President Dr. Paul Olscamp that there is a
need for Improved general education
for undergradutes, but they question
the feasibility of the solutions he outlined in his speech last week.
Olscamp delivered his speech as the
first part in a series of speeches
directed toward revising the University's role and mission.
The topic of the first speech was
general education and the fact that
some students have been able to receive bachelor's degrees from the

University without taking any math,
lab science, foreign language, history
or philosophy.
Olscamp suggested three solutions
to this problem:
Designing a five-year bachelor's
: a summer research program.
• Requiring an upper-level three-semester course of classes, three
classes every semester.
Dr. Gene vie ve Stang, associate professor of education, said she believes
education should be on a more individual level.
"I THINK WITH the large amount

of programs we have available at this
University, it would be very difficult
to require certain courses for everyone," she said.
Stang also said she thought the fiveyear degree would be unpractical
because students would choose to go
to other universities that were using
four-year programs, not only because
of the shorter time but for financial
reasons.
Dr. Arthur Neal, professor of sociology, agreed with Stang about the
five-year program, saying since current students are more interested in
learning a job skill than in receiving a
broad education they probably would
not be interested in a longer program.

Neal commented about requiring
students to take a core of courses,
saying while it is a good idea to
broaden education, putting a student
in a specific class will not necessarily
make him interested in the subject or
make him learn anything.
"If a student is not interested in the
subject, then we are just creating
hurdles for the student instead of
educating him," he said.
NEAL SAID he thinks the idea of
requiring certain courses may not be
good for the faculty member, because
it gives them a captive audience,
ensuring the classes will always be
full, and possibly allowing them to

relax their teaching standards.
He said one possible solution would
be to require fewer courses in the
major field of study, and to switch
back to the quarter system, because it
allows students more opportunity to
take a wide variety of cusses.
However, Dr. Lois Cheney, professor of speech communications, said
changes should be made if they are
needed.
"Nothing changes slower than academia," Cheney said. "The first thing
you bear when someone suggests
changes is that it isn't feasible. You
can do anything - anything you want.

If something needs improvement,
change it"
Cheney said she believed the current method of teaching was derived
both from traditional methods and
newer methods that came along in the
1960s and 1970s, and that a mixture of
both methods was needed.
"I think the president's speech was
both traditional in its approach to
education and simplistic, which is not
a criticism," Cheney said. "I don't
think you can define an educated
person by a body of courses, but I
think our current needs have to be
reviewed."

Senate approves spending for 21 MX missiles
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
yesterday approved spending $2.5 billion to produce and install 21 MX
intercontinental missiles. Opponents
conceded that the 56-37 vote mav
mark the last serious attempt to halt
deployment of the powerful strategic
weapon.
Senators brushed aside arguments
by Dale Bumpers, D-Ark., Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., and others that

the MX is outdated and vulnerable to
Soviet attack.
"I believe it is necessary to make
one last effort if only to clear my
conscience," Bumpers said, acknowledging defeat shortly before the vote.
"The MX is a missile without a
mission and a weapon without a
home," Kennedy said.
President Reagan and other supporters say the MX is needed as a

the bottom linePoll says
Dakotans
like 'North

GRAND FORKS, N.D. (AP) - North
Dakotans know they live in the North
and most aren't afraid to broadcast It
- so they want to keep the "North" in
their state's name, according to a
poll.
^
Efforts to change the name of the
. state to "Dakota^will need "a band
" of miracle workers to rally public
support," said Phil Harmeson, associate director of the Bureau of Goverrunental Affairs at the University of

"bargaining chip" to pressure the
Soviet Union to negotiate seriously at
the Geneva talks on curbing strategic
nuclear arms.
Assistant Senate Republican leader
Ted Stevens of Alaska contended that
the MX is a critical link in the U.S.
nuclear arsenal, allowing a response
to Soviet attack by firing missiles
from nuclear-powered submarines,
long-range bombers or underground

North Dakota.
Almost 90 percent of 521 respondents to a statewide poll were opposed
to changing the state's name, Harmeson said Saturday.
A group of business executives,
lawyers and a historian, headed
Bismarck advertising company
ner Mylo Candee, have proposed the
switch because they say studies show
the word "north" scares away tourists.

silos.
"WITHOUT the MX we will be
hard-pressed to keep the peace." Stevens said, but with it, "we will go to
the bargaining table with a complete
triad."
The Senate vote clears the way for
the Air Force to begin replacing aging
Minuteman III missiles with MX
weapons in existing silos in Wyoming
and Nebraska beginning in 1966.

termed the missile "a weapon of the
past."
He said Defense Department figures showed that nine of every 10 MX
missiles would be destroyed in a Soviet nuclear attack.
Bumpers said the administration
should be trying to spend more on
missiles for the fleet of Trident nuclear submarines and less on landbased missiles.
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Unless there is a breakthrough in
the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks,
the Reagan administration plans to
install 100 MX missiles, each carrying
10 highly accurate nuclear warheads
which can be aimed at separate Soviet targets.
In seeking to eliminate the $2.1
billion in MX funds from a $252.5
billion military spending bill now
moving through the Senate, Bumpers
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• On today's torum page Columnist
Timothy Thompson contemplates just
what and who "they' constitute Page
2
• A Darrow resident partakes m a
"devii'Sh" hobby Page 3

weather
Sumy today with increased Oouaness by late afternoon High 59-64
Mostly cloudy tonght with showers
likely Temperature 39-43

'Sharks' photo caption
insulting to reader
I find the commentary "Card
Sharks vs. Political Sharks" on the
front page of Nov. 4 BG News very
misleading, if not insulting.
A caption placed under a photograph placed under card players suggested that commuting students were
merely interested in playing cards
than listening to candidates participating in the upcoming election. However, the BG News failed to report
that those students pictures were the
ONLY people playing cards. Most of
the students attending the forum were
demonstrating their interest by listening anftquestionlng the candidates.
As a former commuting student, I
find it Insulting to deliberately mislead readers by suggesting commuters are not interested in listening to
their future representatives. The
Commuter Off-Campus Organization
has always encourage activism and
public service among students. That
is why they are sponsoring these
forums: to inform all students, not
Just commuters.
Thomas L. Var mllya

Elitist mood of students
causes rift in community
I am appalled by the elitism expressed in the column entitled "An
Outsider Laughs at College Kids,"
and I find the implications of Di
Vincenro's message dehumanizing.
The column ran in the Nov. 1 issue
and included a description of a mason's appentice's mannerisms,
speech ana work place. This description lacked insight and understanding
of different lifestyles, attitudes and
forms of expression. This debasing
characterization reveals a common
attitude that "professionals" bear
toward people who work primarily
with theirhands.
The headline's reference to the
workman as an "outsider" seems to
reflect the attitudes of many University students and faculty concerning
full-time residents of Bowling Green.

At a time when the relationship
between University affiliates and
townspeople is strained, I find this
article particularly distasteful. Problems between townspeople and the
University go beyond loud parties and
litter, ana could stem from some of
the same elitist attitudes underlying
the message in this column.
I think oHMum is a problem in
society and an acute one in Bowling
Green. I would prefer to read articles
that promote understanding and explore differences in human potential.
Bath Apple Sonnanbarg
OCMB #8277

Divine revelation ended
so Is Bible revision true?
As a Mormon I have to chuckle at
the controversy being stirred up in the
Protestant community by the feminist revision of the Holy Scriptures in
the National Council of Churches;
fpf^»»y since the member of that
August body have been condemning
usTor over 153 years for accepting the
Book of Mormon in equal standing
with the Holy Bible.
The Holy writ states quite plainly
that the word of God (from which our
Holy Scriptures derive) came not in
days of old by the will of mea, but by
Holy men of God as they were moved
upon by the Holy Ghost. Now inasmuch as no Protestant church, minister, or evangelist that I know of,
claims to receive divine revelation
like days gone by - in fact they almost
entirely agree that there is no more
revelation - how can they or Ms.
Sharon Showman claim that their
translation is "more true to the intention of the author" without divine
revelation on the subject? Ms. Showman should face the facts, she is
bending the word of God, changing
the meaning, to conform to her own
concepts; she is guilty of "adding to
or taking away" from holy writ - a
charge that non-Mormons have leveled at us for years. She has the
perfect right to hold this belief if she
wishes, but unless she has received

divine revelation she can not place me
"impurator of God" upon it.
A few years ago, we were ridiculed
because of our belief in a Heavenly
Mother, as well as a Heavenly Father,
with corporal immortal bodies; they
laughed at the "Ms. God" notion, that
they are In a roundabout way embracing now. How strange men think on
religious matter today. Philosophers
phUosphize, the theoloeists theologize; but no one. who lacks wisdom is
spiritual truths, has thought to inquire
of the Lord - except the Mormons!
Now when one considers so many
churches using the same Bible arriving at so many divergent doctrines,
and none claiming revelation, how
can any rational. Intelligent person
say that they are of God? Ms. Showman, and all the other supporters of
this adulteration of the Word of God,
has unveiled their intentions in her
article; truth is not the object, but
changing conceptions to fit their idealogy is - as she states: "understandings will never change until the words
change."
William P. Barren, Jr.
374 Parry St
Foatorla, OH

'Blood thirsty' fans
Inhabit pert of section A
Hockey fans who inhabit section A
of the ice arena are known for their
amusing anecdotes, loud cheering,
and undaunted support of Falcon
Hockey. They've found great fun in
cheering when an opposing player is
knocked down by a hard, but clean
check. That is part of the game, but
what follows demonstrates that many
of these fans have an ugly side to
them. As the player lies on the ice, the
fans "count him out" as if they were
all boxing referees."l-2-3-4-W-7-B-*-10
You're out!" they shout In unison.
It seems that they're cheering and,
in fact, encouraging injuries to be
inflicted. Is this what hockey is all
about? Certainly not! Usually the
injured player can make it back to the
bench under his own power, but what
of severe injuries that are suffered?
One Michigan Tech player was in-

jured so badly that he was wheeled off
the ice with a possible broken neck.
Like all the other injured Michigan
Tech players that weekend, he was
"counted out" by the numerous bloodthirsty fans In section A This type of
action Is in poor taste, shows poor
sportsmanship, and gives all Bowling
Green hockey fans a poor image.
Injuries should never be applauded
or encouraged, but some fans obviously believe the contrary to be
true. On behalf of the fans in section A
who do show true sportsmanship, I
wish to apologize to Michigan Tech
and everyone else who took offense to
this repulsive behavior.
Brian D. Master*
323 Otfanhauar East

Thompson's 'American
Image' article 'wrong'
Timothy Thompson's October 27th
editorial, "America Playing Image
Game," is an interesting article,...
wrong, I mind you, but interesting. It
is a fine representation of an unresearched editorial.
1) The United States' invasion of
Genada was done for the purpose of
giving safety to the Americana in the
medical school and on the island. The
students could tell you that The island was possessed by a group of
t, repressive, revolutionThis group happened to be
"communistic." I am not asserting
that communism, in it's true sense, as
a form of government is wrong,
merely pointing out the overwhelming fact that these particular communists took control through a bloody
coup, not through popular election.
iTThe UnltedStates. while securing
and evacuating Americans, stumbled
across a large number of Cuban soldiers, not construction workers, but
soldiers. The construction workers
knew how to fight too, but we had no
idea that there were that many Cubans on the island. Of course, they
were probably only on the island to
protect "their" territory from invasion by some imperialist government,
whose motto is "speak loudly and
carry a big stick." You know... That

Exploring the identity of 'They'
by Timothy Thompson
It's occurred to me that we sometimes lose arguments because we
don't have "they" on our side. You
know who I'm talking about - it's the
same "they" as in "you know what
they' say/' But sometimes I wonder
who this magical collectivity might be
-wboare"they?"
Knowing who "they" are, and what
"they" think can be helpful. If we
want to make our opinions seem
stronger or our beliefs to be believed,
it helps to show we have the support of
a majority, or many people, or
"they.'' Let's consider who "they"
are, so well know who to cite in our
bibliographies.
Well, ''they" might be the government, governments often have something to say about what is right or
wrong. Especially the judicial or legislative branches, although currently
our executive branch seems to be

making all the decisions. Maybe the
Supreme Court is the ultimate
"they," the pinnacle of truth, the
mecca of our travel to find out what
"they" say.
Then again, maybe "they" is just a
general conglomeration of the
thoughts of all the world's greatest
thinkers, past and present. In this
sense, when we refer to "they," we'd
be talking about a collection of
Einstein, Freud, Lincoln, Ben Franklin, et al. We have certain truths
we've learned from all these great
people, and taken together, those
truths are what "they" say.
But maybe what "they" say has
nothing to do with truth or authority.
Maybe "they" is Just our estimation
of the common ideas of our culture,
kind of like public opinion. For example, we assume that democracy is the
best form of government because
"they" - most everyone in our culture
- believes it to be best, and rightly so.
Or, we can argue that fighting for

one's property is fair because "they,"
our culture, claims property to be an
inalienable right. And it's okay to
show disrespect for authority because
"they" do too.
I could be way off track - maybe
"they" are the people who have the
most influence on our thoughts. Peer
groups, authority figures, news
sources and advertisers might be the
ultimate "they." It's possible that our
sense of "they" comes from all the
unquestionable truths we learn from
these people. We can argue that a
Whopper is better than a Big Mac
because it has been demonstrated
that "they" say so. Notice that advertisers often show they've got "they"
on their side.
Here's one that's kind of farfetched, but may have some merit.
"They'' could be those people who
write to tell us how we might better
our lives. So Ann Landers, Dear Abbey, Dale Carnegie, Erma Bombeck,
and the like - are possibly just the

"they" we're looking for. We strive to
make friends and influence peoole.
use proper etiquette, and keep the fire
in our romances, because "they" say
we should.
I'm a little confused - who are
"they" anyway? If, by chance,
"they" is a nonexistent commodity,
maybe we should create such a group
of truth and righteousness, well
gather all the best, the cream of the
crops, of people and ideas - and we'll
stick them in a room somewhere with
a big neon "THEY" hanging above
the entrance. Whenever we have
questions that don't seem to have a
certain right or wrong, we'll go to that
room andconsult They." Well all
live happily ever after because we'll
know exactly what "they" say.
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral
candidate in interpersonal and public
communication.

Reagan free to lie after barring press
by Parry Wills

When I mentioned to a friend that
Grenada seemed to be our Pearl
Harbor, be told me be thought this an
exaggeration. I said it was a sneak
attack on a country with which we
were not in a state of war, violati ve of
international law, express treaties,
and (in our case) the U.S. Constitution.
He granted that, but said Grenada
differed from Pearl Harbor in producing comparatively few casualties. He
was speaking, of course, about American casualties. Thanks to the blackout
on press coverage, we knew nothing
at the time about Grenadian and
Cuban ramalHon America's NwrtMng
of the mental asylum, for instance,
was not known at the time of our
conversation
In other words, for him casualties
meant American casualties - as some
authors refer to nearly 60,000 persons
dying in Vietnam, where "persons"
means "Americans." The millions of

others who died are unpeople.
If we are to judge a sneak attack
only by casualties among the attackers, then the Pearl Harbor parallel is
especially appropriate - few Japanese lost their lives on Dec. 7, 1941.
And if we Judge by the casualties
among the attacked those were high
in proportion to the Grenadian population - higher than the percentage
of Americans who died at Pearl Harbor.
The issue is moral - not merely a
matter of numbers. But, unfortunately, it is hard to make moral
decisions in the absence of precise
knowledge. That is why our own government has worked so hard to keep
us in the dark.
The administration wanted no press
coverage of its operation, since it
wanted to be free to lie about it - to
say there would, be no invasion in the
first place; to say there were over 11,000 Cuban soldiers on the island; to
exaggerate the numbers of guns and
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warehouses; to deny that there had
been civilian casualties; to say the
Grenadian airport had been closed, so
that no Americans could leave. AD
those things are false - so false that
the White House press secretary for
foreign affairs resigned in resentment
of having to tell so many lies.
Our blackout did not fool the Cubans, who tracked the invasion fleet
with the help of Soviet satellites. It
only fooled us. The Job of American
elected officials has increasingly, in
recent years, become that of deceiving the people rather than representing them.
Vietnam "taught" the military that
it is inconvenient to have American
cameramen around. They might photograph a soldier setting fire to huts
with his cigarette lighter. It is inconvenient to let the press poke into
rumors of a massacre at My Lai. The
generals want to ban the press so the
American people will not know what
their own army is up to.
But the poeple should know whether
their own citizens are committing
atrocities. And, more to the point, the
atrocities are less likely to occur
when there are observers at hand to
record them The military does not
want us to know that such things
happen. But one reason for having the
press on the scene is to make sure
those thngs do not happen in the first
place.
Many times, in the late 1980s and
early 1970s, I saw policemen atop
shoving or abusing demonstrators the
minute a TV camera showed up to
record their brutality. Once I saw
policemen take off their name badges

when reporters showed up. They did
not want to be held accountable for
what they did - and the press imposes
accountability. Power that is not accountable is despotic, which is the
reason our country's founders insisted on a free press, despite all the
inconveniences that would entail.
There is a difference between the
little incidents I witnessed in the 1980s
and our attack on Grenada. The policemen who removed their badges
were acting in defiance of their superiors' orders. In this case; the su
on were taking off their name '
The highest authority was Imposing
the blackout. It was the president who
was trying to escape accountability.
Garry Wills la a columnist tor the
Universal Press Syndicate.

Clear Views

country which wouldn't allow it's own
marines to fire back in Lebanon, for
fear of starting an "incident."
Give me a break, Tim. Ronald
Reagan acted correctly. He waa
asked to help the other Caribbean
nations, who don't have the money to
form a substantial army, to restore
order to Grenada. Since we had to get
the students out, we helped. The mission arcomplished it's goal of evacuating the Americans, and we are
now attempting to aid the other nations in clearing the remaining Cubans and revolutionaries from the
island. Grenada will then have a
choice of it's government. If they
don't want democracy, and would
rattier have a socialist form of governmet, that is their choice and priviledge. But they should have a part In
their government.
Timothy also questioned U.S. involvement in Lebanon and El Salvador. Well Tim, guess what? You're
wrong again. The government we
support in El Salvador is opposed by 5
different terrorist groups. None of
these groups have any interest in the
rights of the general citizenry, but
rather totalitarianism. In Lebanon,
The United States, along with other
countries (France, Italy, and England), is trying to gain peace, not
carry a big stack. The National Reconciliation plan will give the Shiltes a
part in the government and get Syria
out of Lebanon.
What business do we have in these
countries? I think that as a powerful,
civilized country, we have a moral
obligation to other, smaller countries
as a peace-maker. We also are
obliged to PROTECT countries which
cannot defend themselves against
outside forces which seek to gain
control through military might, if we
are asked to do so.
Tim, if you must write articles
opposing U.S. politics, at least know
the facts behind those policies - or
actions. But remember, don't give up
... keep trying man. You're bound to
get it righti one of these times.
Kurt J. Harden
Praaldanl
The Stockman Society
218 Harmon Hall

Soldiers deserve praise
for what they're doing
For the past several weeks, Americans have focused their attention on
the turmoil in Lebanon and more
recently the Invasion of Grenada. It
seems as if everything is happening at
once, and the result has been confusion, anger and grief. Many have
expressed the opinion that we should
pull out of these foreign lands and
leave them to take care of themselves. Conversely, there are those
that feel it is our duty to stay put and
blaze the trails of democracy. Unfortunately, all of this politicking seems
to overlook one very important thing:
the Individuality and humanity of the
soldiers fighting our battles.
After the terrorist attack on the
marine post in Lebanon, a marine
stated in an interview that he "hoped
this wont deter our mission here"
and that "we still have a job to do. "At
first I thought that this man must be
crazy. I'd want to get out of there! But
no, he isn't crazy. He simply possesses courage and dedication for his
country that very few of us could
admit to. Sure, these men are scared,
but the ideals to which they cling are
more important to them than personal safety.
Regardless of the morality of any
military operation, it is essential that
we appreciate what American soldiers are doing for as. We have no
right whatsoever to tear down soldiers and their actions. If you must
protest, protest governmental policy
but leave the soldiers alone. They are
doing what they are told for what they
believe is right They are fighting for
your best interests, or those who are
too weak to protect themselves. It is
very ironic that men died, are dying
and will die for peace. These men
especially deserve more gratitude
than we could ever give them. God
forbid that they should ever receive
the title of "fool."
TodatKlnowy
3M Kohl Hall

Marathoners race
through new domain
by Art Buchwald

The first Airport Terminal Marathon was held last week at O'Hare
Field in Chicago. The idea for the
marathon came from Fred
Tatshore. a young lawyer who had
watched the entire New York Marathon on televsion a couple of Sundays ago.
He said, "I've been racing
through airports all my life and it
suddenly occurred to me that most
terminals are now 26 miles long.
Since people have to run to catch
their planes, there was no reason
not to nave an airport marathon.
"We have competitors from terminals in Atlanta, Miami, San
Francisco. London, and Paris."
"How does a terminal airport
marathon differ from the New
York and Boston Marathons?" I
asked.
"Ours is much more difficult
because we require the contestants
to run the IB miles fully clothed,
carrying either an overnight case
or a garment bag. The course is
laid out as follows: Everyone
starts from the curb. When the gun
goes off they race up to the ticket
counter, check in, and then they go
to the gate where their plane is
leaving from."
"Won't some contestants have
shorter distances to run than others?"
"No, that's the beauty of O'Hare
airport. Every plane gate is exactly 28 miles from a ticket counter."
I talked to several of the contestants who were warming up in the
parking lot Husbands were rubbing wives' shoulders and wives
were putting Ben Gay on their
spouse s legs. I was surprised to
bad a lady who said she was M
years old, putting resin on her
shoes. "My children live all over
the country so I've been in training
for a year."
The youngest runner was
Tommy Styson, who was eight
years old. He said he got interested
in air terminal marathon running

because his mother waa always
late for their plane.
Before I could Interview anyone
else, the gun went off and the First
Airport Terminal Marathon was
on. The field was Jammed as it
began, but once people went
through* the X-ray machines, it
started thinning out. One FBI man
got cramps in his legs and fell in
Front of Gate E-l, several got as far
as the cocktail lounge before they
began retching. Pilots, baggage
handlers, ana porters cheered
them on. and airline stewardesses
provided Gatorade for those who
looked like they were about to drop.
The winner turned out to be a
traveling salesman, Jimmy Diamond, from Rosslyn, New York,
who got to his gate in 2 hours, 12
minutes, and 4 seconds, beating out
the Atlanta favorite, Jeff Harrington, who works for Federal Express. Harrington might have won,
but he claimed the woman at his
ticket counter had sent him to the
wrong gate.
I talked to Diamond after the
race. He was in agony and gasping
for breath, I asked him if It was the
toughest airport terminal race he
had ever been in. He said, "No. I
once had to run from Piedmont to
the Eastern Shuttle at National
Airport, and I couldn't stand on my
feet for two weeks."
The first lady to cross the finish
line was Virgie Kessling of Doylestown, Pa. She was hardly puffing.
"I'm an Avon lady sates rep, and
I've been doing this for years."
What made the Chicago O'Hare
race so inspiring was that the losers were Just as exhilarated as the
winners. As one contestant told me,
"Just to have completed the 2e
miles is enough glory for me. Running through the airport la the only
way an ordinary person like me
can prove he still has the right
stuff.
Art Buchwald is a columnist (or the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

by T. Downing and T. Clean/
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Donations help others
by Tom Reed
reporter

bg news staff/James Ye* i

Blood donations

Red Cross volunteers tend to several students giving blood
yesterday In the University Grand Ballroom. The Bloodmoblle
will remain at the University through Thursday from 10 a.m.
to 3:45 p.m. Appointments may be made by calling 372-2775.

BOOST ALCOHOL CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCERNING THE HEALTH
OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

O.U. BOBCATS
vs

A STUDENT GROUP .
PROMOTING
ALCOHOL AWARENESS AND
RESPONSIBLE ALCOHOL USE
THROUGH SOCIAL
AND EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMMING

B.G. FALCONS
GAME

NOV. 12, 1983
at
OHIO UNIVERSITY

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
NOVEMBER 8th
9:00 p.m. McFall Center
•■ '
■ Assembley Room
SPONSORED BY UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN INC.

, i

PAYMENT UPON SIGN-UP IN
OFFICE

Krately. I was really impressed with
w fast he got it and I wanted to
know bow it was provided for him."
she said. "After finding out about the
Red Crossprogram I decided to Join."
While Goris has spent 12 years
working with Red Cross, volunteer
Gladice Cook has devoted 34 years of
her life to "helping people help themselves." Cook nas donated over six
gallons of blood and has been involved
in the University's program since it
began in 1964.
Lisa Mardniak, senior elementary
physical education major, said she
believes most students donate blood
to help others who might some day
need it. But she said she donates
because of the rarity of her blood
type.
''Most people have type 0 and A
Mood, mine is A negative, a type only
found in about 6 percent at tiie population."
Donation appointments can be
made by calling 372-2775.

Look for the Green Sheet in this weeks Friday News

B.A.C.C.H.U.S.

TAKE A TRIP WITH
to the

UAO

Pam Ernsberger, junior nursing
major, was admittedly nervous about
donating blood. She said she had
beard stories about people who had
became sick after giving, but tried to
block them out of her mind.
But despite her conscious effort to
remain courageous, Ernsberger said
her fears were reinforced when she
walked into the University Grand
Ballroom.
"This was my first time, and as I
was coming up here I heard a girl who
just came out say, 'Gosh, this thing
really does hurt,' " Ernsberger said.
"That didn't make me feel too good.
While I was a little bit nervous, things
went okay and I will probably give
blood again."
The Red Cross Bloodmoblle made
its first of three stops at the University yesterday and will take donations
through Thursday from 10 a.m. to 3:45
p.m.

About 900 pints have been projected time donors, according to Fran Keefe
to result from this week's work, who has been a volunteer with Red
according to Judy Goria, Bloodmoblle Croat for about 27 years. Keefe sugprogram coordinator.
gested that a day before a first donor
She added that the pints collected gives blood he should get plenty of
from the University will be sent for rest and eat a good breakfast.
testing to Toledo's Red Cross office
and then distributed to surrounding
To insure the safety of the donor
hospitals.
and the receiver of blood, certain
criteria must be met before giving
The local bloodmobile's collection is blood. A dona tor must be between 17
the largest in northwest Ohio, and and 65 years and weigh over 110
even though Goris said there is no pounds. No person can give Wood who
Cent shortage, it is important for has suffered from cancer, heart disRed Cross to keep an abundant ease, hepatitis, or epilepsy. People
supply.
must wan 56 days between donations,
and any overseas travelers have a
"RIGHT NOW we have enough six-month recuperation period to
blood, but if there is a problem in safeguard against malaria.
another state, like the AIDS (acquired
immune deficiency syndrome) scare
MANY VOLUNTEERS join the Red
in New York, these places will look to Cross for satisfaction of helping peous to supply them with blood," she ple who need their services, but othsaid.
ers have more personal reasons.
Goris is one of those people.
Ernsoerger's case of nerves is more
"Twelve years ago my father had a
the rule than the exception with first bleeding ulcer and needed blood des-

Mayor Bellard cares About BGSU
& BGSU Students
• Faculty Member at BGSU, 34 years.
Taught and worked with thousands
of students.

Super "2 For" Sale

starts today
Buy one item at regular priceselect second item (same price or less)

FREE

Choose from selected Fall blousessweaters-skirts and pants
Bring a friend and $ave!

How does it fed
to be a criminal?

• School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation
• 28 Years Coaching
• Graduate of BGSU
• "Faculty Member of Year"
Omicron Delta Kappa
•

1981

'Outstanding Teacher-Coach"
Recognition - 114th Ohio General
Assembly

VdVO' B9<I4"1 tjugM 0'ivti s £Oucil'On Oe'O'e becomtnQOut MivO'

• Completing first successful year as
Mayor.

• Nine (9) Years - President of Council
• "Mr. Driver Education" Award and
• Member of Council (11 years)
"Outstanding Educator" Award
(1975)

Mayor Bellard/lssue 1
Mayor Bellard has appointed
BGSU Students and Faculty:
— Housinq Commission

As a Drivers Education Teacher for over 34
years. Mayor Bellard knows highway safety.

— Human Relations Commission

The passage ol Issue 1 may force young
people, aged 19 and 20. into pptentially
dangerous motor vehicle situations instead
of responsible and supervised establishments

— LMter Control Board

Vote YOUR Concerns On #1

— Bicycle Salety Commission

— Parks and Recreation Board

R«turn
— Board ol Public Utilities
— Tree Commission
— Board ol Zoning Appeals

if you ever serve alcoholic
beverages to your children, Issue 1 could have
you arrested and thrown in
jail.
That's right. As ridiculous as it sounds, Issue 1
would make it a crime for
anyone to serve any alcoholic
beverages (except for religious
and medical purposes) to anyone less than 21 years old.
This means many mothers and fathers won't be able
to serve alcoholic beverages
at family meals, weddings,
holiday dinners, or any other
family occasion, even in the
privacy of their own home.

If you think
this is an
unrealistic
approach to
dealing with
alcohol abuse,
you're right.

/

Hie realistic solution
to alcohol problems is
through solid, family-centered education. The last
thing we need is Issue l's
heavy-handed attempt to tell
parents how to run their
family.
Don't pass a law that
would throw you in jail for
being a good, responsible
parent.

Ixtl9Worb

VOTE

NO
on Issue 1.

DEMOCRAT
Mk«raMH»IMO
NnllMMilMIMMU «iin ■>•—» fOUl

."We Can't Afford Not To."

Paid for by th« Ut 19 Wort Committee. 150 E. Broad Street Suit. 306, Cohimbu*. Ohio 43215 (614«24-3500).
Karen L. Howdyshdl, lYeuurcr.
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Death poems highlight
door of Darrow room
by Joe Phelan
reporter

On the door of 250 Darrow where
freshman Matt Mahoney lives, there
is a macabre little art gallery. The
door is covered with sheets of paper
with poems and odd drawings on
them.

bg news slatt/Con Lee Cifani

Matt Mahoney

Mahoney, whose major is currently
undecided, began a display of poetry
on his doorway after moving into
Darrow. The poems he hung up''were
intentionally written to make no
sense, that was my purpose.'' Some of
the poems were about murder, death
and Lucifer.
"If somebody who writes 'the
Clash' stuff was to be a serious poet
this is what he'd write. Somebody like
Ric Ocasek," he said.
"I don't know what it is but I'm

infatuated with death. But everyone
thinks I'm a devil worshipper. Not
that I want to die, but people take
death too seriously," he added.

SOMEONE LEFT a poem on the
door about getting a hand cut off, so
Mahoney wrote a poem reply about
finding a hand on a beach. It ended
with the line, "And I'd love to give it
Mahoney said he started writing back but I don't know who the hell's it
poems while in the seventh grade in is."
Springfield, Ohio.
"I was probably influenced by my
Besides being a poet Matt has writfather," he said. His father is a ten several songs and made "basefoundry engineer for Fischer Cast ment tapes" of them. In high school
Steel and the author of two books on he played in a rock band called "Iropoetry.
quois. He is now in a band that plays
wedding music.
People's reactions to him were not
positive at first, he said. They would
Matt said he has 12 poems ready for
shy away from him and his room and his first book. But he said he would
probably thought he would pull out a like to have 18 like poet Dylan
pitch fork andkill them, he added.
Thomas' first publication.
"They used to think I was weird.
After college Matt wants to be a
Now they request more poems about poet, playwright or lyricist, but said
death," he said. "Other people hang he'd probably have to go into adverthem up too."
tising to make a living.

Essay honors parents
by Morgan Sales
reporter

Despite all the hassles
we give them and they give
us, most people think their
parents are among the best
for a variety of reasons.
But sometimes it is hard to

S MARSDEN

-was a BGSU student from 1969
to 1972

*/ MARSDEN

-is a concerned faculty member
at BGSU

i/ MARSDEN

-has been an initiator of several
University wide programs for
students

put those reasons into
words.
Robert and Jeweldine
Gunter, of Dayton, recently were named University Parents of the Year.
They came to hold the
prestigious position because their daughter,

i/yone ofthese pens
isthinenough
to draw the line oelow.

Dawn, submitted an essay
to the University Activities
Organization as part of its
Parents of the Year contest. It was one of 20 essays
submitted to UAO and
judged by a five-member
panel.
"They were very surprised and very honored
that they were named Parents of the Year," Dawn
Gunter, sophomore communication/education major, said.
The focus of the essay
was her parents' involvement in the community.
Mr. Gunter is president of
the Trotwood Chamber of
Commerence and former
president of the Rotary
Club. Mrs. Gunter is a
member of the PTA and a
past Girl Scout adviser.

/f

-is a strong advocate for the
University

The Air Force offers medical internships in medical technology, clinical
psychology and dietetic specialties.
Applications for other Health
Professionals meeting Air Force Biomedical Science Corps requirements
may be accepted. You can enjoy
regular working hours, 30 days of
vacation with pay, and opportunities
for professional development with
an excellent compensation package.
Find out what the Air Force offers
Allied Health Specialists.
Contact:
Tsgt. Michael Czulno
Phone: Call Collect

The newest innovation in writing Is the Pilot
Precise rolling ball pen. It writes extra thin
and extra smooth because of Its micro ball
and needle-lite stainless steel collar. A
unique pen at a uniquely
affordable price.
Only SI. 19.

[PILOT U2C\S2

\/ MARSDEN

-lives one block off-campus with
his wife and three children

</ MARSDEN

-is committed to accesibility
and service

♦/ MARSDEN
s/ MARSDEN

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday-Friday. 0:00-5:00
Saturday. 0:00-5:00

^

ALLIED HEALTH
PROFESSIONS

7tWMtogb$tpenth9tn¥OlutiontK$ tftft writing.

</ MARSDEN

DAWN ORIGINALLY
had written the essay as
part of a class assignment
for English 207 (Intermediate writing), after seeing a contest
advertisement in the News
and deciding it would
make a good topic for a
paper.
The Gunters, in addition
to being honored as Parents of the Year during
half-time at the BG-BaQ
State football game, received a proclamation
from the mayor, tickets to
the David Brenner concert, a silver bowl from
Klevers Jewelers, flowers
from Myles Flowers and
were special guests for the
day of Univesity President
Dr. Paul Olscamp.

(216)522-4325
^

^21 2.

£>

•is best qualified to represent all
the citizens of the First Ward

PRESENTS
LAW SCHOOL PREP. WEEK
A representative from each of the following law schools will be on campus to

•is the endorsed Democratic
candidate for the City Council
position from the First Ward

distribute information and talk with any interested student concerning law
school. 2nd floor, Student Union 1:30-4 PM.t

VOTE "NO" on State Issues 1-2-3
Paid (or by the Maradcn For Council Committee Michael T. Maraden, Treasurer

ARSDEN

MON NOV 14

OHIO STATE
NOTRE DAME
CINCINNATI

TUES. NOV. IS
U. OF AKRON
U. OF DAYTON

WED. NOV. 16
U. OF TOLEDO
OHIO NORTHERN
CASE WEST. RESERVE
CLEVELAND STATE

Please contact the Department of Legal Studies at 372-2376 or stop by if253
B.A. to sign up for an individual appointment or stop by the Union on the
designated dates and time to receive information.
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Original cartoon
drawings in Union

'Get out to vote*
poorly attended

ton like Chuck Jones and Friz Freleng of Warner Bros. Even though
they are the most expensive, Eckhart
Buss Bunny. Daffy Duck and Fred said be sold out of all but five of them
Flinstone made their annual appear- at Northwestern University, the exance on campus yesterday.
hibit's last stop.
They appeared courtesy of the UAO
Exhibits Committee and Gallery
It's like owning a movie star," he
Lainzberg, an Iowa-based art gallery
on a five-month tour of the country,
said Gallery Lainzberg
which was selling original eel paint- opened in Iowa about nine years ago
ings of cartoon characters in the with a collection of Disney eels which
Promenade Lounge of the University he call8,"state of the art animation."
Union.
There was some initial skepticism
A eel is the actual painting of a from the artistic community about
character on clear acetate. When the treating eel paintings as true art,
individual eels are photographed Eckhart said. But when Art magazine
against a background painting, one called eel painting and jazz music the
frame at a time, the illusion of motion only true American art forms, the
is created.
artistic community quickly changed
Because each of these eels is a its mind. The Whitney Museum in
distinct work of art they are a great New York even set up their own eel
investment and, "a real unique col- painting exhibit, Eckhart rememlectible," according to Mike Eckhart
of Gallery Lainzberg.
Eckhart said the gallery found no
Eckhart said since several early problems operating in Iowa, instead
eels were thrown away or re-used of New York or Los Angeles, because
because materials were scarce dur- it is the foremost dealer in eel painting World War II, the existing ones ings and most collectors know of it.
are that much more valuable.
The sale will be going on until 5 p.m.
Even more valuable are the eel today in the Promenade Lounge of the
paintings signed by famous anima- Union.
by Stove Gottlieb
reporter

by Janet Boyer
statt reporter

Although there were campaign
speeches, loud music, beer and a
visit from Sic Sic members, there
was a low student turnout at the
"Get Out To Vote" rally last night
in the University Union.
The event, sponsored by the Intra-University President's Council,
was one last effort to encourage
students to get out and vote on
election day, Brian Baird, Undergraduate Student Government
president, said.
Mike Thomas, vice president of
the German Club, presented the
idea for the rally to the IUPC
because be was concerned about
the lack of student interest in the
elections.
Thomas said he got the idea for
the rally from a friend who lives in
Europe.
"In Europe students take a much
more active role in elections and
are more politically inclined,"
Thomas said. "I wanted to see the
campus here become more politically involved."

However, the rally did not turn
out the way it was anticipated, he
said.
"I originally wanted to get all the
campus organizations to sponsor it
but there wasn't too much input
from them," he added.
"THE LACK of student attendance at the rally just shows that
the whole campus is going their
own way," Thomas said. "That's a
shame, too, because that could all
change tomorrow night (election
night)."
"It's sort of sad that more students didn't show up," said Andy
Longo, national, state and community affairs coordinator for USG.
"You begin to question whether
students will get out and vote."
However, there was optimism
expressed about the election.
All predictions say that a record
number of voters will turnout today, Baird said, adding that not
much more can be done.
"From here on in it's up to the
individuals to get out and vote,
there is nothing else we can do,"
Karen Reese, UAO president said.
People know they nave to get out
and vote today, Baird added

Getting the facts

-dateline—
Nov. 8. 1983

Cross Bloodmobile will be
POW/MIA - Support peti- taking donations of blood
tions for Prisoners of War from 10 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
and Missing in Action will today through Thursday in
be available from 8 a.m. to the Grand Ballroom of the
5 p.m. in the University Union. Walk in or make an
Union Foyer. Sponsored by appointment by calling
Angel Flight and Arnold 372-2775. Open to'all.
Air Society Open to all.
Dean Packard- A meeting
Art Sale - The UAO Anima- with the Dean's Student
tion Art Sale is taking Advisory Committee and a
place in the Promenade question and answer sesLounge of the Union from 9 sion with Dean Sandra
a.m. to 6 p.m. Original eel Packard of the College of
paintings of cartoon char- Education will be held at
acters will be exhibited 4:30 p.m. in 309 Education
and sold. Open to all.
Building. Donuts, coffee
Bloodmobile - The Red and hot chocolate will be

provided. Open to all.
MBA - Larry Jones assistant Employee Relations
Representative at Marathon Oil Corp., will discuss the general recruiting
process for MBA candidates at 6 p.m. in the PerSrVCroghan Room, third
oor of the Union. Sponsored by the MBA Association. Open to all.
Stars - A stargazing session will be held on the roof
of the Life Sciences Building from 9-11 p.m.,
weather permitting. Sponsored by the Physics and

Astronomy departments.
Open to all.
Cancelled - The lecture on
"Political Consequences in
Egypt" by Dr. Milad
Hanna, sponsored by Phi
Sigma Alpha, the International Relations Association, and the Political
Science Department,
scheduled for 11:30 a.m. in
the State Room of the
Union has been cancelled.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.

Political Adv*rti»m«nt

* Think Snow
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You're Needed
All Over the
World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their Nursing degrees ire
needed in Africa. Asia and Latin America. Ask Peace Corps
volunteer Nurses why they teach basic health care to rural
villagers in the Third World. They'll probably say they want
to help people, use their skills, maybe learn a new language,
and gain valuable career experience. Ask them why Peace
Corps is the toughest job you'll ever love.

GRADUATING this WINTER or SPRING?
Apply NOW FoF
For 1084 openings
'ATT
majors considered. Interviews.
Nov. 14 and 15. Contact the Placement Center. For more info call
toll free 1-800-521-8686.

PEACE CORPS

Tip your friendly pizza driver
United Way
People !-te«r*f»g People

Kinko's Copie
opies Kinko's
Kinko's Copie
opies Kinko's

f* ELEVENTH ANNUAL *|
Fall Into $avings
SALE
0% off on all Paperbound Books M

COPIES
$24.50

TWO DAYS ONLY
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
November 8th and 9th

per thousand
same original

/OVZ

same day
service

2),rear

354-3977
Open 7 Days

^neilan

NURSES...

Dg news staff/James Youll

Sophomore marketing major Joe Czajkiowski enjoys a bowl or
chili while reading a campaign pamphlet during the election
eve's "Get Out To Vote" rally held last night in the Falcon's
Nest.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

325 E Wooster

Hour* S. 00-5-00, MondayFriday MMMP Saturday

(Across from Taco Bell)

'c.

Dear SHEILAH: I live in the Newlove
Apartments on East Reed St Where do I
vote?
EAST REED ST. VOTER
Dear East Reed St Voter: You should
vote at Ridge St School
Dear SHEILAH: I live in University
Village. Where do I go to vote.
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE VOTER
Dear University Village Voter: You
should vote at Crim St School
Dear SHEILAH: I live in Winthrop
North. Where do I vote?
WINTHRIP NORTH VOTER
Dear Winthrip North Voter: You should
vote at the South Main St School.
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YOG KNOW THAT'S WHAT
YOU'RE GOING TO SAY

IF ISSUES 1, 2,3 PASS
VOTE"NO"TODAY

• N.E. COMMONS FOR ON-CAMPUS STUDENTS
• OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS AT YOUR ASSIGNED
PRECINCT
I.F.C. URGES YOG TO EXCERCISE
YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE!!

IN
BUSINESS
CortwtooupratanMlononTuaaixty,
No««mbar»aiat7A)P.M.«llwHoachylnri

state/world
State issues drawing Ohio voters
6 bg newt/novembej 8.1963

lame 1 would raise the minimum
beer drinking age from 19 to 21; Issue
2 would require a three-fifths legislative vote to raise taxes; and Issue 3
would repeal the 90 percent boost in
the income tax levied March 1.
The November 1981 election turnout
was 51.5 percent, but turnout was 57.2
percent In November 1979 when an
anti-Utter proposal was on the
statewide ballot
Brown said voter turnout would be
boosted in some parts of the state by
local contests and issues. There are

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - About 3.2
million ObioBBf - or 96.5 percent of
the 5.8 million people registered to
vote - will cut ballots in today's
general election, Secretary of State
Sherrod Brown predicted yesterday.
"I think the turnout U going to be
higher than anal and one of the
major reasons is the three statewide
issues which hare attracted a lot of
attention on both sides," Brown said.
Three proposed constitutional
amendments will be before voters on
Tuesday.

surplus would reach much above 1
percent of the state budget.
The two said that for a surplus to
exceed 1 percent there would have to
be a coincidence of events on which a
budget manager could not rely.
"HIGHER ESTIMATES of a surplus have ignored the projected difTwo other OU economists had pre- ference in oTiio's unemployment rate
dieted earlier that if the tax repeal and the national rate," they said,
measure did not pass the state would "Proponents of Issue 3 apparently
record a surplus of $800 million.
assume Ohio's unemployment rate in
But Ghanaian and Koshal disagreed Fiscal Years 1984 and 1985 to be
by saying they did not expect any almost identical with the national

mayors' races in Columbus, Akron,
Canton, Toledo and Youngstown.

June 30,1985, end of the current twoyear budget.
Two Ohio University professors,
I.A. Ghatalah and R.K. Koshal, released a study saying a surplus, if one
occurred, would be less than $100
million if the current taxes remain in

"WE BAD A SUCCESSFUL and
comprehensive voter registration
drive done by us and at the local level
by other groups," Brown said. "I also
mink interest has been renewed because of several interesting mayors'
races around the state."
In other election news yesterday:
• The battle of economists continued
over the size of the surplus state
government might experience by the

unemployment rate."
• Three top education officials
scheduled news conferences in Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus for
today to underscore the spending cuts
they maintain would occur if Issue 3 is
approved.
The sessions by State School Superintendent Franklin Walter, Board of
Resents Chancellor Edward Moulton
ana president Don Wilson of the Ohio
Education Association were at least
Mrtj«Hy sparked by a new pro-repeal

■ -r ■*• -**-*———*-^- ————-

\Don't do It because it is there, Retirees create new scent
\but because you are!

BACHMAN
FOR
MAYOR
Listener, Leader,
Lawyer

Cologne caters to executives
FAIRLAWN, Ohio (AP)
- Trying to market the
smell of success, two retired business executives
have developed a new cosmetics company that produces a cologne called
C.E.O - as in Chief Executive Officer.
"The person we're playins to is the 24- to 44-yearold man who is on his way

20 YEARS A LAWYER
QUALIFIED TO LEAD
YOU
ELECT HER MAYOR

Paid for by Bachman for Mayor Committee, Marilyn Singleton
Chairman. Homer Kuenzli Treasurer, 224 Biddle, Bowling Green.

up," said Robert Middendorf, a Fairlawn resident
who retired in 1980 as executive vice president of
Bonne Bell, the Lakewoodbased cosmetics firm.
"Being a C.E.O. is the
epitome of success in the
business world. We're advertising this as a cologne
for the man who's first in
the company be keeps."

BGSU Board of Student Publications
is Now Accepting
Applications for

new/
EDITOR
Term Beginning Spring Semester
Apply: 106 University Hall
Deadline: Tuesday, November 15, 5pm

Ever think of
STARTING
a
FRATERNITY?

tiring in 1981.
The two became friends
in the 1940s and joked at
times about starting their
own cosmetics firm someday. The opportunity presented itself years later,
when Middendorf found
himself looking for someto do after retirement.
"I WAS staying in Florida and taking painting
lessons and golf lessons,
be said. "Pretty soon I was
climbing the walls. I was
too active for that kind of
life."
At a 1981 meeting of the
Sales & Marketing Executives of Cleveland, he ran
into Taw, about to retire
from East Ohio Gas.
The two renewed their
discussions of starting a
business and decided to go
ahead. Middendorf said
they wanted to develop
products for men because
''that's the fastest growing
area in the cosmetics industry."
"Men's products have
been recording an average
growth of 125 percent a
Sear for the last 10 years,"
e said. "If you're going to

start something, this is the
area to do it in/'
The two formed Middtaw
Ltd. Inc. in 1982, interested
some investors in their
project and so far have
spent about $250,000 in developing and promoting
the C.E.O. cologne, whicfi
went on sale just before
Father's Day.
The fragrance was created to their specifications
by an independent laboratory.
Middendorf said many
men dislike cologne because they tend to splash it
on after shaving and the
alcohol in it tends to make
the skin burn and feel
tight.
THE MIDDTAW product
is made with skin emollients and moisturizers to
soothe and soften the skin,
he said.
So far, C.E.O. has been
introduced in Akron,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh.
Cincinnati, Louisville and
Washington. Middendorf
says the firm hopes to be in
200 markets within two
years.

November Speeial^5^

$4.50

13 in. One Item Pizza
Additional
Items 75' ea.

352-5166 nZHr
203 N. Main
Op«m 4 p.m.
Expires 11/30/83
coupon per

Form your own organization

A

Middendorf has teamed
up with an old friend and
former competitor, Dudley
Taw of Cleveland, who was
vice president of sales for
Revlon before leaving that
firm in 1984 for East Ohio
Gas Co. He started as marketing vice president, then
became president and finally chairman and chief
executive officer before re-

If

Have your own house }

FREE
DELIVERY

The Rec Center invites you to...

Live the good LI.F.E.

Immediate Membership X
Scholarships & Financial Aid
available to members
[f this interests you, Come to a meeting at the

University Union
Faculty Lounge
7:00 Tuesday. November 8th

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10
6-10 p.m.
Health Fair * Sports Fashions * Fitness Testing *
Sports Clubs *
Fit-or-AII Aerobics * Entertainment * Food for
Fuel * Computer Test *
Exercise Tips * Rebound Aerobics * Weight Training *
PRIZES....AND MORE!!!
ALSO - NOV. 12
Rec Club/SRC Run for L.I.F.E. (5K)

■state/world
Glenn seeks
Carter's Iowa
coordinator
WASHINGTON (AP) - An experienced political organizer who did advance work in Iowa for Jimmy Carter
is expected to be named the new Iowa
coordinator for Sen. John Glenn, campaign sources said yesterday.
Sources said an announcement
naming Jerry Vento to the post is
expected within the next several
i move follows attempts by the
Glenn campaign to shore up organizational efforts in Iowa prior to the
state's Feb. 20 first-in-the-nation precinct caucuses.
Vento will take charge of Glenn's
Iowa organization but won't replace
any of the current officials there, a
Glenn aide said.
The aide called Vento "someone
who has experience in Iowa and is
generally regarded as a top political
operative."
|
Glenn, D-Ohio, spent two days in
Iowa last week, his 11th trip to the
state since announcing his candidacy.
He will be returning this weekend,
Michael McCurry, Glenn's press secretary, said.
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Higher phone prices pending
WASHINGTON (AP) - Even though
$1.5 billion worth of telephone rate
increases have been approved in 1983,
additional boosts totaling more than
four times that amount are pending
before state regulators.
A survey by The Associated Press,
conducted over the past three weeks,
identified a record $6.7 billion worth
of proposed rate increases across the
country, filed by either Bell System
companies or independent phone
companies such as affiliates of the
GTE Corp.
The effects of the rate increases, if
granted, would vary widely from
state to state and customer to customer. They are defended by telephone executives as essential to
reflect faster depreciation of equipment; to earn larger profits to attract
investors, and to shift to more efficient pricing - charging customers on
the basis of use, just as is the case
with natural gas or electricity.
"With the removal of subsidies
from our industry, it's really important that our prices be based on our
costs - that the Individual services

pay their own way," says Tom Leweck, a spokesman for General Telephone of California, which has a $221.1
million rate boost pending. "Our entire rate design in this case is geared
toward accomplishing that"
DESPITE THE huge amount of
rate increase requests, the survey
found that some telephone companies
are having a hard time winning their
cases. Figures compiled by the Federal Communications Commission
and the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. show that as of Oct. 13,
state commissions had rejected 62
percent of the Bell System rate boost
proposals they had reviewed.
If that pattern of authorizing only 38
percent of what is requested holds up,
consumers would face roughly $2.55
billion in local telephone rate increases in addition to the $1.5 billion
already cleared this year.
The $6.7 billion figure tabulated
through the survey is solely for load
rate Increases and does not include
proposed "access charges" or other
tees tied to the provision of long-dis-

tance service, either interstate or
intrastate.
Following orders of the Federal
Communications Commission, every
local phone company in the country
has proposed to begin levying a $2-amonth access fee on consumers next
year. That fee would be paid by all
consumers to help replace subsidies
for local service that are now collected through interstate long-distance rates.
THE INTERSTATE access fees
will cost consumers an estimated $2
billion in 1984, although those collections would allow interstate long-distance rates to fall. Legislation is
pending in Congress to block the access fees.
The legislation, however, would not
prevent local telephone companies
from pursuing their local rate increases or "Intrastate access fees" monthly fees that are levied to replace subsidies contained in long-distance rates for calls mat don't cross
the boundaries of a state.
The AP survey and data obtained

Panel picks best British novels
LONDON (AP) - Anthony
Burgess called it "woeful''
and "eccentric." Kingsley
Amis gave it "lightly qualified approval."
But the panelists whoput
out a list of the "Best Novels of Our Time" defended
their choices and said their
job wasn't easy.
The British Book Marketing Council's goal was
to select the top dozen novels first published in English since World War H, to
boost the "reading and
buying of outstanding contemporary fiction."
The winners, announced
Sunday, will be featured in
a bookstore promotion
with the seal of selling a
million volumes.
Panelist Sir Peter Parker, 59, retired chairman
of British Rail, acknowledged "enormous pain at
leavinc so many people out

- V.S. Naipaul, John Updike, Doris Lessing, Patrick White."
Panelist Richard Hoggart, 65, warden of Goldsmith's College, London,

and author of the 1957
study "The Uses of Literacy/' said only the first
five or six choices were
easy.
"After that you're circling around," he said.

THE OTHER panelist
was Elizabeth Jane Howard, 60, novelist, shortstory writer and author of
"Getting It Right."
The choice was so tough
that they picked 13 authors

BGSCI Board of Student Publications
is now accepting
applications for

/TheGavelA
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Beginning Spring Semester

from the Bell System show there are
at least 18 states where local phone
companies are proposing to duplicate
the FCC-mandated access fee with an
intrastate fee.
Those requests total some 8834 million. When those proposed fees are
added to the pending rate increases
for local service - excluding the FCC
mandated fee - state regulators are
actually grappling with more than
87.6 billion in rate boost requesu.
Most of the rate increase proposals
for local service, in dollar terms, have
been filed by Bell System companies about $5.8 billion is still pewflrw. The
GTE Corp., the nation's second largest telephone company, reports its
affiliates have rougly $461.3 million in
local rate increase requests pending.
The U.S. Telephone Association,
which represents independent telephone companies, says its members
had $469.67 million pending as of July
31, excluding GTE.

of $1.18 billion in California, $775
million in New York and $524 million
in Texas to $279 million in Tennessee.
g7 million in Pennsylvania and
7.4 million in Alabama.
When intrastate access charges are
added, some of those numbers rise
much higher. The pending rate hike
request in Texas, for example, lumps
from $524 million to 8891 million;
Pennsylvania, from $257 million to
$379 million, and Alabama, $217.4
million to $307 million.
In 17 states - Alaska, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Iowa,
Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Mississippi. Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode
Island, Vermont and Washington plus the District of Columbia, there
are no pending rate boosts for local
service. In most, that's simply because local regulators granted increases earlier this year.
IN SOME of those states, however,
notably Oregon, Florida. North CaroTHE LOCAL SERVICE proposals - lina, Michigan and Washington, rate
excluding all access charges - are not increases tied to intrastate access are
spread evenly. They range from hiehs still before state regulators.

B.G.S.U. Students
You can help the B.G. Schools

instead of 12.

VOTE
SUE CLARK

"I totally execrate the
taste of the judges and
challenge their competence," Burgess said. Only
Waugh's trilogy deserved
to be there, he said. Powell's series was "too parochial," Scott's work had
"style insufficient" and
Taylor was "a typically
British minor novelist.

for SCHOOL BOARD

1983 Bowling Green Democrats.

Apply: 106 University Hall
Deadline: Tuesday, November 15, 5pm
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Presenting High Bias n and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee
Memorex presents High Bias n, a tape so extraordinary, we're going
to guarantee it forever.

Well guarantee life-like sound.

Because Permapassr our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide
particle—each musical detail—onto the tape 80 music stays live.
Not Just the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

Well guarantee the cassette.

Every facet of our cassette Is engineered to protect
the tape Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind
Silicone-treated rollers Insure smooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memorex.

nWlifWIHwWW.
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•

Elect.
Warren J.

LOTZ

Municipal Judge

•

They Have Earned Our Trust!
VOTE "NO"
on State Issues 1-2-3

Well guarantee them forever.

If you are ever dissatisfied with Memorex
High Bias n, mall us the tape and we'll replace it free

Paid tor by the BOSU Campus Democrats/ c/o 233 Williams Hall BQSU/ Bowling Groan
OH 43403/ Chuck Saundara, Prasldant.
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111 Andropov absent
MOSCOW (AP) - Presi- bling tanks, goose-stepping
dent Yuri Andropov did not soldiers and tens of thoujoin the Politburo lineup in sands of flag-waving workRed Square yesterday" to ers filed past.
Less than two hours afwatch the Revolution Day
parade, a grandiose dis- ter the festivities ended, a
play of military might and man set himself afire in
patriotism that is the So- the square, about 20 yards
viet Union's most impor- from the tomb, witnesses
said.
tant celebration.
The witnesses, who were
It was believed to be the not Soviets, spoke on condifirst time a Communist tion they not be identified.
Party chief missed the They said KGB police
event, which marks the agents took the man away
anniversary of the 1917 about 3 minutes after he lit
Bolshevik revolution that the fire and that be apparbrought the party to ently was still alive.
power. On Saturday night
Andropov failed to attend a
THERE WAS NO official
gala Kremlin session open- mention of Andropov's abing the celebrations. Offi- sence, and television camcials said he had a cold.
eras, in a break from usual
The eight other Moscow- practice, did not show the
based Politburo members, leaders on the red granite
led by Andropov's reported and marble tomb until
rival Konstantin Cber- some IS minutes after the
nenko, lined the platform live nationwide coverage
on Lenin's tomb as rum- began.

Last Nov. 7 Leonid
Brezhnev stood on the
same platform in freezing
weather. He died three
days later of a heart attack.
Soviet officials say Andropov Is suffering from
"a cold," but them-yearold president's absence
from the two events that
symbolize the origin and
might of the Soviet state
indicates a more serious
illness. He has not been
seen in public in 111 days.
A Western diplomat who
attended the Kremlin reception following the parade said officials had said
without elaboration that
Andropov was absent because he was sick.
Soviet sources have said
Andropov suffers from
chronic kidney and heart
trouble. There have also
been reports he has Parkinson's disease, which

causes the limbs to tremble.
DESPITE HIS frailty,
there has been no indie*:
tion Andropov has lost his
grip on power. His portrait
was displayed around Moscow and was affixed to
dozens of floats in the
workers' parade. He was
mentioned prominently by
Premier Nikolai Tikhonov
at the Kremlin reception.
Defense Minister
Marshal Dmitri Ustinov
stood in the back of a convertible to review his
troops, individually greeting each unit as pre-recorded cheers blared from
loudspeakers.
The spectacle is designed to stir patriotism
and impress foreigners
without giving away military secrets. There were
no new weapons.

Profits cut $70 million

Chrysler workers back
TWINSBURG, Ohio
(AP) - As autoworkers
went back to work yesterday at the Chrysler Corp.'s
stamping plant in Twinsburg, auto analysts in New
York said the five-day local strike that crippled
auto production nationwide cost the company $70
million to $75 million in
profits.
Chrysler said yesterday
it was stepping up its
schedule to reopen assem-

bly plants in the U.S. and
Canada that closed last
week when they ran out of
parts made by the Twinsburg stamping plant.
The strike by 3,200 members of the United Auto
Workers Local 122 ended
Sunday with ratification of
a new local contract. The
workers walked out last
Tuesday complaining of
forced overtime and poor
working conditions.
Paul Jeunnette, local fi-

nancial secretary, said underbodies for Chrysler
some workers were called products.
back Sunday afternoon but
Other matters resolved
full production began with by the agreement were
rest breaks, cleanup of oil
the midnight shift.
"Everything's back to leaks and work areas, cafeteria hours, promotions
normal, Jeunnette said.
The agreement will give and disciplinary action.
the autoworkers every
CHRYSLER ASSEMthird weekend off beginning in January. The BLY plants in four states
and Canada were forced to
C;'s employees have
working seven days a shut down, idling 20,000
week to produce all front workers, because the parts
doors ana most of the steel made in Twinsburg are
crucial to auto production.
David Healy, analyst at
Drexel Burnham Lambert
Inc. in New York, said the
strike appears to have cut
Chrysler production by 30,000 units. He estimated
Chrysler's loss at $75 million in profits.

A Nlaht At The

OPERA
Trouble in
Tahiti
by Leonard
Bernstein

Opera Gnus
with adapted music
from Der Schauspiel, direktor
by W. A. Mozart
in a new engiish version (premier)
by Roy Lazarus

Nov. 9,10,11,1983. .8 pm. .Kobacker Hall
Tickets $6.50, $4.00, $2.50
College of Musical Ant. . .Box Office 372-0175
Bowling Green Suit Untvetatty, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

TICKETS 2 for 1

"Since they had been
operating pretty close to
capacity, it's not possible
to make up the loss with
overtime or adding on
shifts - at least not this
year," Healy said.
Healy said he expected
the loss to reduce Chrysler's fourth-quarter earnings from $300 million to
$225 million.
Another analyst, Donald
DeScenza of Donaldson,
Lufkin and Jenrette in New
York, set the cost of the
strike at $70 million. DeScenza said the $70 million
would not be permanently
lost but deferred until another period.

WOMEN FOR WOMEN
WANTS TO KNOW. . .

What do you think are the most important
issues facing women at Bowling Green State
University?

ADDRESS:
iPHONE

RETURN TO: Women for Women
315 D Student Services
(419) 372-2281

PLEASE ADD MY NAME TO YOUR MAILING LIST
CHECK)
OTHER COMMENTS:
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sports/wrap
RUGBY
BG's rugby team lost 12-8 to Miami in the Ohio Collegiate
Championship game in Columbus
last Saturday.

MEN'S/WOMEN'S SWIMMING
BG's women's swim team captured
first place In the Tom Stubbs/BG
Relays, while the men tankers
finished third last Saturday at
Cooper Pool.

SOCCER

HOCKEY

MENS/WOMENS CC

VOLLEYBALL

Bowling Green 8
XavierO

Bowling Green's hockey team
swept Michigan State last weekend at Munn Ice Arena in East
Lansing, Mich, by scores of 7-4
and 5 3.

Bowling Green's women's cross
country team defeated Eastern
Michigan at the Forrest Creason
Golf Course last Saturday.

Bowling Green's volleyball team
lost this weekend to the Toledo
Rockets, splitting their season series.

Passing game fills the skies
as Falcons down Cardinals
The 42-point first half ended with
134 advantage. Youssef added the
extra point and the Falcons led by 14. BG on top, but BSU with the momenStory went on to rush for a BG tum. Story bad amassed 147 yards
That's what happens when you pit record 225 yards on 37 carries, by far rushing, while McClure passed for 170
the top two passing teams in the the best ground attack this season for and Britt for 182.
conference against each other - lots of the Falcons.
TURNOVERS MARRED the sec"They've got a good run game, they ond half as the Cardinals fumbled
points; tons of yards, countless numbers of broken records and, well, just haven't used it," BSU head coach twice and were intercepted four
Dwight Wallace said. "We expected times, while BG fumbled once and
exciting football.
The point output totalled 75; 45 for them to run, we expected them to run threw it away twice.
Bowling Green, 30 for Ball State. well.
Nonetheless, BSU was able to jump
There was an amazing 1,035 yards of
"I recruited Story too, I know what right back into the game when safety
total offense. Not a fan amongst the kind of a back he Is."
Todd Clark picked-off a McClure pass
Parent's Day crowd of 17,210 at Doyt
BG MADE it 21-0 when Wagner intended for Dowdell and returned it
L. Perry Field last Saturday didn't dove over the top of the Cardinal line 35 yards to the Falcons' 27.
get his money's worth.
Just three plays elapsed before
for a one-yard score and his second
And with the quick, lightning-strike touchdown of the afternoon.
Strausbaugh scored his second touchoffenses of both teams, the game
BSU finally got on the board when down of the game, a one-yarder to
wasn't over until a Gehad Youssef Britt found tight end Mike Leuck in bring the Cardinals to within seven at
field goal with less than five minutes the corner of the end zone for a 10- 28-21.
remaining in the contest put the Car- yard TD. John Diettrich added the
BG safety Martin Bayless set up the
dinals realistically out of reach.
extra point and BG's lead was cut to next score as he intercepted a Britt
WHEN BG quarterback Brian Mc- 14 at 21-7, with less than four minutes pass and returned it nine yards to the
Clure completed seven passes in as remaining in the half.
BSU 28. The interception was the first
McClure, Story and company then of three for Bayless on the day, it was
many attempts en route to a two-yard
touchdown run by fullback Lamont marched the ensuing kickof f 68 yards, his sixth of the season and added to
Wagner on the Falcons' first drive of highlighted by a 22-yard pass to his MAC record total which now stood
the game, a high scoring game - at backup quarterback Dayne Pals- at 25, it was 27 by the end of the
least for BG - was inevitable.
grove. Pa lgrove was inserted into the contest.
But, when BSU quarterback Neil running back slot occasionally
After just two plays and a holding
Britt passed for a Mid-American tyn-' throughout the game.
penalty against the Falcons, a Mcference record 437
Clure shotgun offense resulted in a 25end Dave Naumchel
yard touchdown strike to Hunter, and
end of 237 of those y;
the score stood at 35-21 after Youssef
"»
■«■ •■*-*■** VV*»W. .^.U.J LTtvu.
rials were not to be denied their share said. "We had the defense so con- added the PAT.
fused. He's a quarterback and be
off points.
point
On the first play of the final period,
Bowling Green's Mark Dowdell (84) is tackled by an unindentified Ball State
And, when three of the ga
game's 10 knows the patterns. . . he's going to McClure was stripped of the ball by
TD's came on the first play from play there more."
linebacker Stu Skibinski and team- defender. Observing is BSCJ's Tom Short (67)
Tight end Mark Dowdell was wide mate Lloyd Mosely recovered at the and keep the score at 35-27.
scrimmage, and one after just two
age one field goal the remainder of
offensive plays on the respective open in the end zone, and McClure BSU 44.
On the next play from scrimmage the contest, with a fumble and two
team's possession, the scoreboard dumped a four-yarder to him for a 28On the very next play, Britt threw McClure passed to Hunter, as the ball interceptions in their final three pos7 advantage with 1:14 left in the half. to Naumcheff, who ran the distance was tipped by two Cardinal defenders sessions, and along with a Youssef 27rarely sat idle for long.
The first one came on the Falcons'
The Cardinals were quick to return for a 56-yard score. The Cardinals and right into the hands of the waiting yard kick, the final score read 45-30.
second score of the game when tail- the favor as Britt led them to the BG attempted a fake field goal but BG split end, who sprinted untouched 80
"I made the statement back in
five IOT
for a scoring uasii
dash by
fullback linebacker Marx
back
irst-and-10 nve
uack Darryl
uarryi Story
owry broke
uruw: a fiirsi-aiiu-iu
ay iiuioacK
Mark ismans
Emans maae
made a yarns
yards for tils
his second TO
TD of tne
the game. August that we would be a good oftenoffenfrom BG
BG'ss 49 to gallop 51 yards for a Steve Strausbaugh.
THE CARDINALS could only man- siveTbotball
beautiful dive to break up the pass
" all team by the end of the

by Marc Delph
assistant sports editor .

season, and I'll stick to that," Stolz
said.
"Their (BSU's) pass game is for
real," he continued. "They are the
first team in the conference that has
passed good against us. Their passing
game
game is
is no
no fluke
fluke, thev
they did
did what they
saWthey
would.'''
said
they would."

leers sweep MSU; record upped to 7-1
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

EAST LANSING, Mich. - Attention
Bob Essensa and Norm Foster: Welcome to Bowling Green hockey.
The Falcon icers gave Essensa and
Foster (Michigan State's freshmen
goalies) a rude ending to their early
season success when they defeated
the Spartans last weekend 7-4 and 5-3
at MSU's Munn Ice Arena.

Before the weekend series, the two
Spartan freshmen had the best overall goals against average (1.67)
among CCHA goaltenders. But this
time it was BG goaltenders Wayne
Collins and Gary Kruzich who were
the main attraction between the

Kruzich, who started the second
game, stopped 35 MSU shots including
17 in the first period. Kruzich's first
period performance tied a Spartan

ELECT

Warren Lotz
A Judge Who Will Be
On The Bench Full Time.
WARREN LOTZ - Qualified
EDUCATION
• University of Illinois (BSl
• Indiana Institute of Technology (BS)
• University ot Toledo College
ol law (JD)
• Grad. of Northwestern Unlv
Law School couise for
. • '
- Prosecuting Attorneys; •
'
• Completed University of'
. Hpustons' National College
ol'District Attorneys Civil
Law Course.

record formost saves by an MSU
opponent in a single period, but was
probably no suprise as be has not
allowed a first period goal in his four
performances this season.
THE FRESHMAN received First
Star honors for the second consecutive Saturday and has not played a
game without receiving one of the top
three spots in the star selection for
individual performances.
"It is a real honor to be First Star,"

WARREN

LOTZ

• Traffic and minor criminal cases C.^ose involving
fines of less than $1000 and less than one year in
county jail).
• Civil disputes where the amount in dispute is $10,000
or less.

netted his second goal from the left
point The goal that gave Cavallini his
first hat trick as a BG player came off
of a pass from Jamie Wansbrough in a
power-play situation.
"I did not do anything different,
Cavallini said. "My job was to take a
hit to make the play. If I take a hit and
pass the puck off, I also take a man
away from the play."
see icers page 1 *

Anti-Racism Task Force
Meeting
7:30 p.m.
Rm. 28 Shatzel Hall
Wed. November 9
Everyone Welcome
Coupon Good:

• Conducting preliminary hearings in felony cases
(those where the possible sentence is greater than
one year).

, -'

November
8,9 and 10

Occunng in the following
geographical area:
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A Judge Who Will
Really Be On The
Bench Full Time.

Warren Lotz
Cares About B.G.S.U.
Warren Lotz Urges

1-2-3

Peter Wilson followed up with another
shot to notch the Falcons' first goal,
giving them a 1-0 lead.
In the second period, Cavallini tallied all three of his goals with the first
one coming after 9:16 had expired. A
pass from Wilson enabled Cavallini to
put the puck past Essensa.
CAVALUNTS NEXT two goals
came within four minutes of each
other, beginning at 14:33 when he took
a pass from John Samanski and

ELECT

What Kind Of Cases
Are Tried In
Municipal Court?

EXPERIENCE
• Practicing Attorney
• Registered Pro'essional Engineer
• Assistnnt Wood County Prosecutor (3 years)
• Currently Bowling Green Municipal Prosecutor (8 yearsl
• Currency Village Prosecutor lor Grand Rapids. WeMon *nd
Bioomdaie
• L'ft»nser) tc practice in Ohio Supreme Court
U S District Court (Northern Ohioi
U S 6th District Court ol Appeals
U S Supreme Court

on

Kruzich said. "I could not have done it
without the rest of the team. They
played just as well as I did."
A great deal of the support that
Kruzich received came from sophomore Gino Cavallini. The left wing
was on the ice for all five of BG's
goals, assiting on one and scoring
three for himself.
Cavallini took part in the Falcons'
first goal when his shot from the point
over Essensa's head and

-IN

including the City of Bowling Green and the
incorporated Villages of Bairdstovyn. Bioomdaie.
Bradner Custar. Cygnet. Grand Rapids. Haskins.
Hoytville. Jerry City. Milton Center, North Baltimore.
Pemberville. Portage Risingsun. Tontogany, Wayne
and Weston

'Qualified, Experienced & Just."

UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS

THREE SISTERS
NOV. 10-12 and
NOV. 16-19
MAIN AUDITORIUM, 8:00 p.m.
STUDENTS
ADULTS
$2.00
$4.00

P«>0 'O- By LOW '0< JudO« Commitl«t JOyC« Lot*. Tn.
3'8 N Mi.r. Si Bowing O'—n OH 43402

CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS.
SPECIAL MATINEE NOV. 19 at 3:00 p.m.
TWO TICKETS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
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Falcon kickers beat Xavier, 8-0
by»»v«Quinn
sports reportet

It took only one week for
Bowling Green's soccer
team to work Its way back
into the nation's Top 30
when the Falcons beat Xavier Sunday at Mickey
Cochrane Field by a score
ofM.
An injury to sweeper
back Joe Barn* forced BG
coach Gary Palmisano to
reposition bis backfield,
but the injury had little
effect as the defense made
goalkeeper Kim Bucher's
fob easy. Bucher only had
to make two saves for the
entire match.
The change in the backfield consisted of two defenders playing in
positions they had not
played this season. Bart
Marcel replaced Barros in

the lineup but he played his
natural position at wing.
The move forced Peter
Tatley to move to stopper
back, originally played by
co-captain Pat Kenney.
Kenney then moved to play
Barros' position at
rTWAS first time Kenney has played at sweeper
since he played in high
school.
"I Uke it (playing
sweeper)," Kenney said.
"I have no trouble playing
it That is how I was recruited. I will be sweeping
tomorrow (today against
Wooster). Hopefully, Joey
will be back for Evansville
(the Falcons' last match."
The new defense prevented Xavier from penetrating, but the Falcons
had little trouble penetrating the Musketeer defense.

At the 31:58 mark, Mladen Medancic crossed the
ball to the center of the
field for Dennis Wesley to
use his bead in putting the
ball past starting goalkeeper Ken Kemmer.
The Falcons remained in
control until their second
Soal at the 13:08 mark,
leil Ridgway put the ball
in front of the goal, for
Wesley to tap the ball in
the Musketeer net. Wesley
caught Kemmer comEletely out of position, as
e just had to put a soft
touch on the ball for it to
enter the net.
RIDGWAY'S ASSIST
gave him 30 points for the
year putting him over last
year's output of 29. He
would finish the match
with six points on the day
bringing his season total to
35.

go
Xavier head coach John
Capurro decided to go with
freshman Joaquin Donoso
in goal, but Donoso had
lust as much trouble as
Kemmer. In his first four
minutes of play, Donoso
made the mistake of tackling Bill Roberts in the
goalies' box, giving BG a
penalty kick.
Ridgway had no trouble
putting the penalty shot
past Donoso, giving the
Falcons a 3-0 lead.
Before the half ended
freshman Gary Mexkotte
tallied twice within S3 seconds. The first goal came
on a Ridgway free kick and
the second goal came on a
Mark Jackson crossing
play in front of the MuskeOther Falcons scoring
were Jackson, Medancic
and Ridgway.
Sunday's win gives the
Falcons a 15-2-1 record and
a second place ranking in
the Mideast region, assuring them of a national
ranking which will be released today.

Bowling Green defender Tod Johnson (right) tries to kick the bail away from
Musketeer striker Ed Walker (left) in Sunday's match against Xavier.

Women harriers win

INVITE YOU TO SPEND
AN EVENING OF COMEDY
Wrftl

"BARNEY MILLER'S" DIETRICH

STEVE LANDESBERG
and special guest
CHARLIE WIENER

Bowling Green's volleyball
team lost a close match to
the Toledo Rockets last

TUESDAY
"i*->4C-.

IT'S

BG is now 3-20 overall
and 2-12 in the Mid-American Conference. The Falcons will travel to DeKalb
111. to face Northern Illinois on Friday and Western Michigan on Saturday.

8:oo p.m.
• IIWW
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♦Scenes from original plays
(Playwriting Class 443/679)

AUDITIONS
Tuesday November 8th - 6-9 p.m.
405 University Hall

SOUTH

- Everyone Welcome 'Performances will be December 13 - 6-9p.m.
For information contact: Dr. John Scott,

440 E. Court
352-1596

945 S. Main
352-7571

Hours:
11 am - 1 am Sunday
Thru Wednesday
11 am - 2 am
Thurs, Fri, Sat

Hours: 11 am - Midnight
Sunday thru Thurs
11 am - 1 am
Friday and Saturday

MILLER

FRI. NOV. 11 1983
COMMUNITY SUITE

!! WANTED!!
A CTORS/DIRECTORS

PAGLIAI'S
Monday-Friday, 8:00-5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00

THE ROCKETS took revenge on the spikers, who
beat UT in a five-game
match Thursday night in
Anderson Arena.

LOCAL
TALENT NIGHT

TUESDAY, 11 am til 9 pm at Pagliai's
East or South, buy any salad and
get a FREE CUP OF HOMEMADE SOUP!
Come in Tuesday and enjoy!
Today: • Cream of Broccoli Soup
• Beef Noodle
• Chili
• French Onion

HOURS:

The Rockets took the
match from the Falcons in
five games, 15-4,15-10,1315,12-15, and 154.

presents:

{BUY A SALAD AND GET
tA FREE CUP OF SOUP!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

Saturday night in Toledo.

TAKE A DAY OFF FROM
>M SGdklNd
NOVEMBER 17.19d3

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
FROM 9:30-5:30 at
UNI0M TICKtT BOOTH • AiSOURTJE/FriiDtBR'S
♦5.00
ALL SEATS RESERVED

EAST

The women's cross country team put the lid on an
undefeated dual meet sear
son by beating Eastern
Michigan 18-42, last Saturday at the Forrest Creason
Golf Course.
Sara Collas and Cathy
Schenkel finished in a tie
for first as BG captured six
of the top seven slots.
Seven BG runners will go
to the NCAA district qualifiers this Saturday.

Briefs

DEC. 4,1983
GRAND BALLROOM
8:00 f.m.

t

og news staff/Patrick Sondor

Resident Playwright
or Joel Murray, Coordinator
Theatre Department, 372-2222

Tl ME

vote today Ed win L. Miller 6:30 amCouncilman At Large
■9

PAID FOR BY EDWIN L. MILLER KM COUNCIL COMMITTEE BOWLING GREEN. OH.

7:30 pm
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Cavallini's role was more than just
scoring goals as be was a big part of
Dave Ellett's power play goal. Cavallini screened Essensa and allowed
EUett to take a shot from three feet
beyond the blue line, putting the puck
past Essensa unnoticed. The goal was
Ellett's first of the year, but along
with 12 assists, makes him the club's
co-leading scorer with Dan Kane.
"That is my job out there," Cavallini said. "My whole object was to

cause a little trouble in front of the
net"
THE SPARTANS put on a late
surge hfj""<"t at the 14:40 mark in
the third period when Dan McFall
stole the puck and beat Knaich oneon-one going to his stick side. Jeff
Eisley put in the Spartans' final goal
when they had a six-on-four advantage, including a power play when
Foster, MSU's new goaltender, was
pulled off the ice for another skater to
give the Spartans the two-man adavantage.
BG won its first game in a similar
fashion of the second contest - strong

goaltending and a potent offense.
Collins credited his strong goaltending to the abuse the MSU fans
tried to put on him.
"I love that stuff," Collins said.
"That just pumps me up more. We
owe them from hut year.'
The win marks the second time
Collins has defeated the Spartans in
as many attempts.
A BALANCED Falcon attack included six different BG players scoring, with Samanski tallying twice. It
was Samanski who Initiated starting
!;oalie Foster on Friday night with
list: 44 expired in the game when the

BG center put a slap shot from the
point under Foster's legs.
MSU's Lyle Phair tied the game
with a power play goal but that was as
dose as the Spartans could get as
Nick Bandescu put the Falcons on top
for good with a breakaway goal in the
firs? period.
Samanski would not let up on Foster when he put his second goal of the
game in the net with a back hand,
causing MSU head coach Ron Mason
to pull Foster in favor of Essensa.
Samanski's goal meant Foster would
not record a save during his brief stint
in the second period

Men tankers capture third place
by Trliha Dietrich
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's
swim team looked strong
last Saturday as it broke
two meet records and finished third of 11 teams in
the Tom Stubbs/BG Relays at Cooper Pool.
The Falcons finished in
the third spot, totalling 180
points, in trailing second
place Eastern Michigan
(202) and winner Ohio
State (210).
The meet began as the
200-yard medley relay
team created a winning
atmosphere by capturing
second place. Likewise,
the 200 freestyle, 400 individual medley and breastroke relay teams
contributed by placing sec-

ond in their events.
BUT SECOND PLACE
wasn't quite good enough
for the men tankers, as
they waited until the butterfly events to establish
two meet records. The first
record fell in the 200 butterfly relay. BG swimmers
Dan McFarland, Jeff
Layne, Bob Walker and
Pete Szekely broke the old
meet record by one second
with a winning time of
1:35.7.
The second mark was
set in the 300 butterfly as
Layne, Walker, and McFarland, who was voted
"Swimmer of the Meet"
crushed the previous record by one and one-half
seconds, with a time of
2:36.8.
"The men showed depth

in this meet," BG coach
Ron Zwierletn said of the
tankers' first meet "However, it doesn't necessarily
reflect bow they will do in
the upcoming dual meets."
Areas of concern to
Zwierlein were in the upper and middle freestyle
events which were lacking
in overall strong performances, and also an inexperienced freshman class.
BG LED throughout the
first half of the meet but
OSU caught the tankers in
the second half to win.

sports reporter
The women's swim team
opened its season by capturing the Tom Stubbs/BG
Relays relays last Friday
and Saturday at Cooper
Pool. The squad secured
nine of the 16 first place
finishes and set two records.
As a team, BG finished
80 points ahead of Ohio
State which was trailed
closely by Northern niinoii, flhia llntva
Eastern Michigan.
THE MEET began with
the diving competition on
Friday night, in which
Shannon Walsh and Stephanie Corrado nailed
down third place spots in
the one meter competition,
while Walsh teamed with
Carolyn Valencik for a
third in the three meter
event.
The swimming events
began on Saturday, with
BG grabbing its first of
nine number one finishes
in the 200-yard freestyle
relay. The first place finish
in the 200 was sandwiched
between seconds in the 200
medley and 1500 free.
The 400 individual medley relay team gave BG
another first place finish,
crossing the line more than
five seconds before the opposition. The win was the

first in a string of four first
places.as the Falcons also
took the top spot in the 200
butterfly, 200 backstroke
and 200 breaststroke.
The latter of the three
was a meet record as Jill
Dacek, Annette Agee, Pam
Reinhart, and Kim Long
stopped the clock at
2:01.52.
The 800 freestyle team
swam for a second place
finish, while the 300 butterfly team flirted with the
record books en route to a
Ricketts, Jeanne Martinek, and Lisa Lasarenko
swam at a 3:02.82 pace,
just seconds off the record
and enough for a three
second margin over their
closest competitor.
BG FINISHED just two
seconds ahead of NIU to
secure another first place
finish, this time in the 300
backstroke.
The 300 breaststroke
squad bad an easier time,
setting another record as
Reinhart. Cathy Schmitz,
and Shelly McFarland ftnsihed at 3:27.59 which took
almost three full seconds
off of the old record.
The 500 free or crescendo relay team put another first place on the
board for BG while the 400
medley and 400 free captured second places.

'Depth is a factor in all team

In the three-meter and
one-meter diving events.
BG's Andy Koester and
Paul Maples combined to
give the Falcons second
and fourth place finishes,
respectively.

.. .from smoking.
Join the Great American]
Smokeout
on
Thursday. November 17.

sports," York said. "It's better that
we play four lines Instead of two. You
don't want to over play Dane Kane or
John Samanski."
YORK USED only two lines on
defense instead of three throughout
most of the series and he expressed
great pleasure in the entire defensive
unit.
. "I thought one reason we did so well
was the play of our goaltenders,"
York said. 'Both Gary and Wayne
had good games. We also went with
four defensemen for most of the
game. That is probably the most
playing time they have seen all year."

ALAN MAYBERRY
says:

Vote No on Issue 1
Vote No on my opponent's
"Party Tax"

VOTE
ALAN MAYBERRY
1 St Ward

lf Makes A

PiM for By Maybarry (or councJ OMMMM

Difference!

Vktfnki Ham*. Chairman. 117 C Evara

hfowtobearxxr^nfcinanageofreasoa

MAKE EXPERIENCE COUNT
•Associate Professor, Political Science, BGSU
•Fourth Ward Councilman-1976-1980
•Council Planning and Zoning Committee (Past Chair)
•Citizens' Advisory Committee on Senoir Citizens' Center
•Land Use Committee, B.G. League of Womens Voters
•Mayor's Advisory Committee on the Needs of the
Handicapped
•Mayor's Task Force on Energy Conservation, Initiator
and Chair

Women tankers win
at Stubbs/BG Relays
by Karl Smith

T

TAKE
A
DAY
OFF...

while EMU edged BG out
by 22 points.

For the tankers, who finished fifth in the MidAmerican Conference
Championships last season, the first meet showed
the team has the depth to
make a strong showing in
the MAC this season.

Samanski was selected as the
game's First Star for his two goal
performance, and was later nominated by BG coach Jerry York as the
CCHA Player of the Week.
Other BG plavers scoring in the
first game were Kane, Dave O'Brian,
Iain Duncan and Wansbrough. With a
goal and an assist during the series,
Kane remains the only player on the
Falcon squad to score in every game
this season. Adding to the balance of
the Falcon icers was the fact that 14
different players scored a point during the weekend series.

-'■
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RE-ELECT ROGER ANDERSON 4th Ward Council

J^M ,,, ......

Paid for by Committee to Re-Elect Roger Anderson.
Lote Pralpa, Treasurer, 1052 VHage Dr., B.G., PoWcal Advertisement

REC CLUB/SRC RUNPQRtlFE
WHAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:

5K (3.1 miles) and 1 mile Fun Run
Saturday. Novambar 12, INS. 1 mile 11.00 om. 5K 11:30om. Registration 10:00 arr
Bowling Green Slate University Intramural Fields, located on the west side ol the
stadium off Mercer Rd.

Pnim lot the 5K wmnervThe lir« place mole ond lemole will be honored w.ih iheir nomei
AWARDS:
engraved on a pvpeiuol plaque kepi on diiplov in ihe Eppler Souih Comple.. BGSU In addition, eoch Mil rece.ve a '35
gilt certilicoie. The first ploce wmnefs in eoch oge group will receive a '5 gilt certificate

••Fru SHC Club Pool rtntal lo the organization/club/housing unit that hos tho
largest number of participants registered.
VISORS Will BE GIVEN TO THE FIRST SO ENTRIES
ENTRY FEE:

'3.50 the day of the race (10:00 om)

'3 (5K)ond 'I (1 mile)

Take some time to smell the roses. Pour yourself a warm cup of Cjfc Armirotto Smooth
and creamy rich, with |ust an almond kiss of amaretto flavoring, it's a taste of/ui/o/ic vilu
And just one ol six dehciouslv different flavors
- —< f.=n=i r-ra i_-i^) k^_i-j
from General Foods"
International Coffee
GENERAL HOODS' INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
i 9*
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Register at:
Student Recreation Center
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403

•MU Student SccrcaUon Center

I Gana.a.'ooOaCapo'atay' 'faW

B.G. DEMOCRATS WANT YOU TO KNOW WHERE YOU VOTEP.G. VOTING
POLLS
6:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th

VOTE EARLY IN THE DAY. .
TO AVOID LONG LINES.
Bruce H.

Sheila M.

BELLARD FULTON
MAYOR

LOTZ
MUNICIPAL
JUDGE

NO
on
State
Issues
1-2-3

Michael R.

David G.

Jerry W.

Roger C.

MARSDEN

ELSASS

LEE

ANDERSON

2nd Ward
Council

3rd Ward
Council

4th Ward
Council

1st Ward
Council
,

COUNCIL
AT
LARGE

Warren S.

PaM for by tha BGSU Campus Democrats/ c/o 233 Williams Hall BGSUf
Bowling Graan.

ON

41403/ Chuck Saundars. President.

1A
IB
1C
10
IE
1F
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F

- RIDGE ST SCHOOL
- RIDGE ST SCHOOL
NORTHEAST COMMONS B G S U
- ARMORY
ARMORY
- CRIM ST SCHOOL
SOUTH MAIN SCHOOL
- SOUTH MAIN SCHOOL
CRIM ST SCHOOL
SOUTH MAIN SCHOOL
- CRIM ST SCHOOL
- CRIM ST SCHOOL

3B
3C
ID
3F
II
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
4G
3A

•
-

KENWOOD SCHOOL
REO CROSS BUILDING
RED CROSS BUILDING
PEACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
PEACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
LIBRARY
- LIBRARY
■ CONNEAUT SCHOOL
- CONNEAUT SCHOOL
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
CONNEAUT SCHOOL
• CONNEAUT SCHOOL
- PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
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Nell. Oro lor Woman Program, FanHoea I* Rfcvjnr-. Tun Nov. a.
'30pm MMhodMCnuroh. 1B06E
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"I VOa* ITIAK HOUSC ITITiM,

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
8, 19*3
Tm> MoMtg empByers 5 bo on
ratapua Ihe »ee« << Novenxxa ». lor
•a loeowkig KhMuIn Sign-Up *a
ee haki n t> town or no WM
earvton bufctng Irom 7:30 AM n
• 00 A.M lor rmpbyor scfieoixn
■arini Oovommn. Ar*noaa.
ana" QVeouale Scnrxxs) Whon env
tialaillJ. tion Way'. • rnaxtnum ol
Mn MUn <n be glvon to nan
Cor—roil n* at ek/vup on Ion
•MUM There a* bo an Eouce•on ekyvup on Truraday, No»smOar
10. mm 0 00 P.M. <o 6:30 P.M. in
n> Forum ol tta Skioent Services
Baking A CREMNT1AL FOPAt
MUST BE TURNED M FOR EACH
rNTEBVIEVr OR OVERFLOW
SCHEDULE
•MM UP rROCIJKJUt: Al Iho In. of
•tan-up. you mat prmni Sejrjont
I.D. aax^gwtriaoopyolyour CredenH Form lor nob awervtaw or overtow ***** QuaHted lalllltajn
degran. matora and graduaaon datn
r.»illin by ma amrjloyara Mad
t*aV»C"W Tno>»a> *J*nO Oo no* l*JnMt InfaW
FVtafLaYflfTlafnlB WJ (TOt U# ■TT*X^*R*W#d
Oray paraananl readers (U.S. dttaana) a* orjnakared irtan ottaraae lull Mil The number In ()
mlran ma number ol achaduaa
raeuaetad by la employer («) hoV
oaln ta employer laa aao acneduad a recruNng aaa In la Spring

JOHN HANCOCK COMPANM
Totado. OH
11-21-13 FINANCIAL PtANNMQ:
eVeny rtakv In But Col Aria ( Sol.
or Educ. Dec . May. Aug Qrada HI
12 aba

Colanbuo. OH.
11-22-B3 MOP M TWe3: rVFtaet
Mgmi. or Mgmt motors in Bue Col
Dae. prat. tan May. Aug.' (1) 7

Ian. OH

U.B. A-. FOacr.

Bowfeig Oman. ONo
11-30-83 PHOT
NAVKJATrOn
COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRO
NrCS MOR METEOBOLOGY B/M al
matora. Deo, May. Aug Orarta. (I)
10eaa>.
EDUCATION

BoMXg Gnnn. ONo
11-30-83 PHOT: NAVIOATOfl
COIntUNtMTIONS
ELECTROMCS MOR: METEOROLOGY: B/M al
mekn. Dee.. May. Aug. Grade HI
10 ana.

CAimWCITY EVENTS

fJRADUATT rrtJOENTS
Ran Jrjm Ua. Thura. Nov. 10 Irom
8:30-12:30 In Prout DMng HaVU
nBn tor an evening .rm MICHAEL
RATE. Sporaored by Graduate Ski-

LOST CaMn Kk* Man kWuM. Monday (Greek naa) Oct 31. at Same.
Exaema paraorat vaka. No qunabra aaked upon return tawvard
120. Cal Snarl 354-1463.
Found^Jmbreta In 116 Education
Cal352-5»1o-Trad

RIDES

Looking tor ridere to PWaburgh tor
Nov. 11 - 14. Cal vat al 352-2188
or 372-0341

Thermal perm only $22.50
(haircut included)
with this ad until 11-30-83
Appolntmtnts not always nacassary

TYPMG:
Daaertaabra. theea ate
382-0636 or 372-2261

Mon-Frt 9a.m.-6p.m. Sat. 9a.m.-noon

Expert Typmg
Rmoiatl. Ratae
Cal 362-7308 awar 6:30pm

A NK1HT AT THE OPERAI
No<rernbarg. 10. and 11.
Tlckela M 50, 14 00. and $2 50
Buy now. 2 lor 11

BORYTHMS
BtoprMoul. 1 yr. SS. each add'l yr.
S2.60. Poaage 1 harxang $2/ order: R.L. Producta. PO. Box 1611.
Fmaay. Ota) 46640
CARL PARKER
On la TV eat. I you wB took. Four
Rlef aVTIUf(■ I hafvs too* WrniCh ■(•
maang? ra tor you to decide. But.
paan do hurry, ahouU you went
lam mat For Mr return. I aak Irom
you. a deaenpoon ol each and a aix of
brew land IC LW |uat wB NOT doll
rnaaaj a reply, and e happy ending.
I agn myeee". Caybom'a Maalat a
-revenging "•
Carol Evane. my rjractoua Ma:
You are auch a aween and I ba you
to death' Keep emang. have a great
weak.
Pi. Mu love and lorever Mrm. Amy

Van 'NO' Party
Alter voMng today tain n
tor etackon reeuRe en
ear aan T.V. aeran
Mervng M I p.m , tot.
el brew ap.otala. I
MAM ST.

Corxxatutaeona to Dave Komaa tor
your BaaVAXO paining ol Vaaney
Ftamrnmg Way lo goi The r '
ol Beta Thata Pi

Council at Large

Council at Large

1
MICHAEL J. MARSDEN i MICHAEL J. MARSDEN
I

DAVID G. ELSASS

DAVID G. ELSASS

Second Ward Council

Second Ward Council

JERRY W. LEE

JERRY W. LEE

Third Ward Council

Third Ward Council

+l
Fourth Ward Council

l
l
I
I

ROGER C. ANDERSON
Fourth Ward Council

IA*******************

Non-Partisan Ballot

WARREN J. LOTZ
Municipal Judge

I
l
l
l

Non-Partisan Ballot

WARREN J. LOTZ
Municipal Judge

**••***_**>******•**** j **«**********«*•«**•

VOTE

NO-STATE ISSUE 1 ; NO-STATE ISSUE 1
NO-STATE ISSUE 1 { NO-STATE ISSUE 2
NO-STATE ISSUE 3 ' NO-STATE ISSUE 3

*********** ********* j********************
Pax* for by me BGSU Cornaua Oamacrafi/c/o 233 Wllllom. Moll BGSU/ Bowling Green, OH 43403/

fanri a-in-ri finlini

Wanted A hot gel lor a birthday boy
Rich For a ftea atal data cal 352

8301
Improve Study labile wati Hypnoea.
3S2-a777

Songa. Daluuia and Ckwrne
Maxn lor a bk) aurprae
Cal 352-6011
nalabli kxxa The Bitaaai
Ml « Mam
1U-41I2

naEae,
Laet Friday mortt aaa a really lun
and eraiy la - lie sic Ep house
an an atace to be! Thanks lor a
areat time. Love, The Slater, ol PM
Ih

DON KNOX > ANOY
PUT aUYtaSMV ON THE MAP
YOU CAN PUT IMTMMrV
ON CITY KXJNCk.
PaKl tor by MeyBerry lor Councl
Comminee. Wgma Randal ChaV.
117 E Evert

aOnOFITY TLWBLERS AM NOW
AVAJLABLE AT THE UTTLE SHOP.
L»«V UraON
suaav,
CM CM realty cam and we love you
Our ad wa back together Love. OH
OM

OtT PWaONAL
Order ■ cake tor MM turkey In your
ate. BO Cake end aaana Pinery.

The CO—OP program needa your
help. A commltee ta now forming 10
Improve me program Appkcehone
■ lid ll m the USO office Room
405 Student Service Bkk)

WANTED
100% m
atura, shirts, btankata ale lor rug
rraklng Wl buy CHEAP Cal Barb
623-3033 (kxal) 8 10pm

THE POWER IS IN YOUP. HANOI

TwoF Boon
sdedSp Sem.
$ 100 ea mo. ctaan apt aajdhaabaosphere Cal 354-3010.

USO imOES YOU TO...
VOTE TOOAYI VOTE TODAY'

Feme* companion to stare turn apt
Fw tor company. 352-9198.
NEEDED: lliailll ta l.tlllll ll I
baaoiim aaL, spring aemeeter.
Ctaae ta campue.cloee to Upwjwnl
Pa*n on-$12-7103.

TO MY LA." JUUE PACKER:
I AM SO EXCITED TO BE YOUR BK3I
THERE WILL BE SO MANY FUN
TIMES AHEAD REMEMBER.
DOVER AND N CANTON AREN'T
THAT FAR AWAYI GAMMA PHI
LOVE AND MINE. LAURA

M. Pfnta. needed to IB houn acron
Irom Kotv (Winter earn.) Cal Kaan
352-8183

1
6
B
14
15
18
17
18
20
OS
23
ne

ACROSS
Incensed
Box-off lea draw
Metric maaaurM
Detecting device
Altdorf'acanton
Uke some Greek
columna
"Death ol
"
There! (n Parla
Herod's daughter
r amm Irtrtr.
All jawed up
r-~4M... -.1 IK.

S3 Novambar
10
wlnnars
11
54 Waal, fsamlaphara 12
org.
13
57 Rhine loader
18
SO M'A'S'Hroea
61 Brandlahad
22
64 Eatata convey
24
anca, In law
27
7
* Money drawar
28
80
aa apple pie
TO Rlsr-k
."¥1
71 Narva natwork
32
71 rw»
1*

dawn
73
28 Sound! ol
74
hesitation
27WorkunH
75
29 Chlnaaaaocktty
31 Wardrobe Ham
33 C«rdoama
J4 lowaroine canter t
38 Twangy
4U beuow
2
42 Resign
3
44 Kind ol notice
45 Succeed
4
47 Sana
(typa
atyla)
6
eg Llttlaona
6
50 Administration:
7
Abbr.
8
52 Dried
S

Aelrsss Foch
Proolraaoar'a
direction
Lounoaa

DOWN
vvoraa or
cornpartaon
■ Tjnaaiie ot eong
Kindred (wllh
"to")
Eagle*
appendage
Harmlt
Babuay
Dna
Coloration
Concadoa

37
38
30
41
43
46

Joey.
Flavoring toad
Oarlaln runrxar
Oodles
i
Enootasa
nomination
Tommy
1
Batnga: So
,
Otharwlaa
Horaa of a oarlaln
color
Rnerrt anrt vlrlan
Mualclan'a need 1
kinrm Hrm*llr*

CAaaCRA-Slaxa knllliaul FT2
camera wah Mram rakkor lens
a^a>JI■lnCaaParaa^al^^ao1.
FPCE-Good drx bed box springe
You tanaport. Cal Cheryl, days.2
2088.
Paauakl btanttaa lor aaa | 6 - weak
ok) cocker spaniel pupptaal AKC.
wah nepers. 1160 Contact 3722079 or 692-7331 - Keep Vying

FOR RENT
1 bdrm fjm apt adjacent orfen
lowers Aval Dae 20 $200 mo t
tow ua" 364-1783 or 362-3408
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2BORM APT
E REED FOR SPR SEM CALL
BETH. 364-1184 OR CHEPJ. 362

0968
RENT FREE TEL JAN i F RMTE
NEEOED FOR SPIaNG SEMESTER
MCE FURNISHED APT $100.00
PER MO PLUS ELECTRIC 3628271
Need 4th •ana* to ■ 2 bdrm apt
362-7366
Cal after 5 pm

362-8216
1 bdrm urme-rathed apt Free heat coma at handy on those cold winter
mgnta Free an and water tool
Cal ia«4o»e Mgnk - 362-6820.
THE PERFECT APARTMENTII Vary
rjontooaapua. aaa heat, turn .one
bdrm apt to eotxet Sc Sam Parted
lor 1 Or 2 rrnmtaa or married coup*.
Cn 364-2860 or 352 5020 and ask
about 228 S ccasoe. Apt D
Thuraki Apia hn two apte a itatli
lor 2nd •imialir Efflctancy. lot,
carpeted, catnwaton. 461 Thurtkn
Cal 352-6436
Rmta. needed to share 2 bdrm
noun. Aval ■nmnalat). $160/mo
A U« Good tocaOon. Cal 352-4611
NEW APARTtaiNT FOR REMT
1 bdrm.. apacka* Ivlng A Kitchen
Perfect lor 1 Independent person
or 2 to share coal
Cal 362-0806 altar 2 p.m.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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'M Fert Muetaag, E.ceHent condlaan, many naa aerie 12710. negolaaata.CaaTee».l-ian.

Don't Miss It!

TH

fit"

"72BuickOpel
Compl.nii Recorxailoned
Ejic.Nnt School or Work Car
Gata appro* 26-28 mpg.
Cal 1-293-3812
altar 6 p.m.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;

L.I.F.E.

irj
■aj

Kind of humor
Balha river
Permlta
Haul
41
Harangue
Juan'a Walah
cooaln
eirwiorriu
51 Turkic trtbaatnan 1
o* rraquantry
55 Excuaa
58 Art exhibit
58 Do a printing )ob
80 Friend, In Madrid
63 Arm bora)
83 Oaala find
66 Boat part
66 Danube tributary
88 NYCmuiaum

352 3885

mu IIJ I'W'iun
HI 111
MNini i imim-i Mui-ii.i
[Jl 1141 Ik.II: lit kilJI II1 114
iiiimi H:\v.m i
r.'jr.ii:iiii:ii. n HI in in s
r.ii'i(ii:i(i n; ii i in :I;III
Hill 111 IIIII 111(1 II ill I
nun nuiiuii nf.i;:ii'in
m mi II mi «i i in II mm i
Hill 1141 I II 41 11"
MHi:iHHi:i IIIIHIIH4HI4
iinnn HI mi mi nil 4i ii
i.miiii Hr.iiii.iii MI ii in
Hiiii
HiiHUH .;iiii-ii:i

MM •aaMaaan Center

Health Fair * Sports Fashions * Fitness Testing
Sports Clubs * Fit-for-AII Aerobics * Entertainment
Food for Fuel * Fit or Fat * Computer Tests
Exercise Tips * Rebound Aerobics * Weight Training
PRIZES . . . AND MORE!

TwoCtanrate 1 Bundy$120
1 Araey 1220 Od ConrJkoni
Must aaal Cal 352-4809
AaktarVlcka

HypnOatc Tepee Fee ituftwatttfi
Mimnry I Caa«aa*raaM I I
■aaoa I Aaafcan. HM7T7.

First Ward Council

First Ward Council

ROGER C. ANDERSON

»10.M. Rec Can-

For Rant: Dec. 16 »vu Aug. 20.
10*4 2 barjrnt. taanhoun apt. on
S Surntna 1235 pa* atac A gn
/rnonti Cal 362-8767 attar 5 pm.

Leeaar Men', nan Jacket. 44*• 2yr. eld. L»e new. ce« Tom 2-

NOVEMBER 10 6-10 PM
Student Rec Center

WHAT IS L.I.F.E.?
Leisure
Information &
Fitness Evaluation

altar 8 p.m.

COLLEGE SWEATSHBTTSI Harvard
(gray) - vata taten) - Princeton
(navy) - Dartmouth (kely) - North
Carrara fight blue) - U8C (what) others $14 00 each rjoatpak) Send
check lo LMg. Box 317. Brookha
van.MSSaaOl COO orders cal 1gQ1-»35-10B6

o> aunt)

LA. WENDY GRAY
Wacom, until larnly to AXO.
TJalntiuu J a a bond thai atarta wah
■ ■wfio ■no inpaVS vcvewsf* I sm
exceed to butd our Mendsrxp Lotae
Low. SunaNne I AX Cheer Your
Baj.-ME-

W l-ID-HIl
74 AMC Matador
Low Meiayl No Ruat
1500 or Beet ofler
364-2132

Stareo lor sea aeparate crjrnponanta. eoM w/or without cabinet, cal

E WATT AND TAaarY C»U.
THANKI FOB ALL YOUR EXECUTIVE "KNOW HOW."ALL YOUA
THE AND EFFORT IS REALLY APrttECUTEDII LOVE YOUA SISTERS

LA. TANVA-I'M BO OLAO YOU'RE
aWBI WHAT a* CAN I MYT
OAMaiA PHI LOW • MME. BM
AMY.

■n FOMO EaCOPT L
4 Cyenoer. 4 speed
38-40 mpg

TEDIEHNKEN
FOR CITY COUNCIL
WAR0 1
WRITE HIM IN
Pad tor by OJnne lor
Tad Behnken. Cmpn. Mrg.
Gary Morgan. 14 Moonay Hal

a II true yu can buy taepa lor S44
through me US Government? OM
Ihe tacts todeyi Cal (3121 742 114?
axl 1784

Over 11,000.000 oaten
In KnOMriMp money QOCS
rVaTWta^MO MCn yM>r. Why CW Hn
out? Send 110 tor application
Scholarship Research
80S Mteroon
Totado, OH 4M04

PROMENADE LOUNGE
2nd floor UNION
9:00 am - 6:00 pm

BRUCE H. BELLARD

SHEILAH M. FULTON

Happy 21M Birthday Kraen. We wl
try to make I your beat, but WESTPOUT wB ba hard to lop We love
you. Peggto. MKrxaa. Cathy. Cnrta A
Hex*. PS We wB gat you drunk-

BOIMB OM HOW

A*******************;** **»•*****»*»■**»>**•

SHEILAH M. FULTON

Rallll'l *

ANIMATION
ART
SALE

You may legally clip this sample
ballot and take it with you to
the polls when you go to vote.

Mayor

roe aarrMDAY
JUDY
PUOV
UJOV
K—OUOY
VOU AW COOUUWNOOIII
LOVt. TRACY. KaxXY. A CHRP.

HOUDAYBM-'-MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALLTHETaAEI

Coaji'Hutaafions to cowaafo Jsnocn on
your a uniting to Jeema Soenger
ra about ornel The brotars ol Beta
ThetaPI.

ear aMa T.V. acreen
Mar«ag M • p.m. Iota
al area apeetata, Ne Covarl
MAIN I

Paul.
Tranka tor railing up with me ma
pnt weak. I mat wanted you to know
how much you mean to me'
^
Love. Amy

HAPPY

FOR SALE

FOR SALE Mara Rtachta Ski Boots
aaarineoaae/Advanced atyta ■ Exoaltanl Cond - Fits ma 9-1/2 - 2 yra
old-166-Cal 354-1073.

Van -NO' Party
ANeri

MmdySktaa.
2 days end courmng.
Ihe exdtamenl a moulting.
■ worn be long.
urn we amg met lavorlte song
Happy Bxthdey to you.
Wa hopa your wanes come true.
MAM

Happy BVthdey Soewynn
• alhebig 20lh
Han a great oral

PhyBa a 362-8633

Whet'a ■» wortdl Mae Reel to new
w.d to Deri fcnHh. Cangtaaa
aaana and good luck, year I.A.E.

Make Boweraox. Nine montha Irom
now. wol Ind out H wa have a Beta
legacy or a new Ktte aft Best wishes
go out to you and your wire The
Brorhers ol Beta Thett PI.

Gooea Hope kn ol FT.WW.a
came your way In aaakertd. T.J.:
Pwty up monkey elyta then aet lew
ween. I'm going to mtaa you next
aaaaalar Love Lota YFB.

HELP WANTED
Cam doakva mUnQ Avon Products
rV ftlOfa' aTlVOI'TBWOn psMftO CM

VOTITOOAYII
ELECT
atRULAH FULTON
TO ML
C0UNCK.-AT-LAR0E
Pad lor by Committee to Elect Shelter, Fiaon CoundMLarge OavU
Fdton. Treaaurar. 616 Lorrame. BG
43402

MAYBERRYRFD
RarxeeerMng Flrat WarD
VotaMaybarry
II Makes A Difference
lor by Maybarry tor Couno|
&jmm(ttee.vVgina Randal
thakmen. 117 E Even

HI TOPHI

Check ua tor tow
aaa eoraeaaaj prleae.
Jaaaa N' TMaga. Ml Rkaae BL

SAMPLE BALLOT

Mayor

Voter oxpren bua runs on Campua
saxtarn to voang poaalrom noon to
6pm Leevn every 1 /2 hour from the
Commuter Center, if any guaalona,
pel 372-0360

MAPTnON
YOUR A GREAT GUY. THANKS FOR
BEMQ THERE WHEN I NEEDEO
YOU MARY

Pauka Laake (Ed Oaptl
Bring Ma ad m A gat
1 tm order potato ak™
w/chedda
LK-1460 E.
No Mrngaaapna 11/16/83
I0REOLHRE0

ANNE SKUCE: I hopa you love your
bjg. becaun aha reaty • la M I
know "caun aha'i my bkj, tool wa
oome to la Mrtayl TISH

1983 Official Democratic

BRUCE H. BELLARD

OTTYCOMNCB.
WARD 1
Paid tor by Cabana tor
Tad kahraan. Cmpn. Mgr.
Gary Morgan. 14 Moonay Hal

Need 1 mao roommate tor Spring
11 mi Hit. Low rant, bk) hjrnaned
apt Vou pay oray tor atacklc. Cal
aoon-382-0630.

1,1. AMDS

VOTE NO ON

Vo*. 'NO' Party
AJtaf nHng today-Jom ua
tor alacuon raauRa on
aw aWa T.V. Ionian
aUKHnfl al I p.m. lot.
ol hraw apaclall. No Covarl
MAM STREET

ELECT
TEOBCHNKEN
WRITE-IN WARO 1
CfTYCOUNC*.
Pak) tor by Canna tor
Ted Bahrean. Cmpn. Mgr.
Gary Morgan. 14 Moonay Hal

ALL IWEATPANTI
M.M HO008-I1IH
LAKE EPet a»QRTI

Pan needed to WiaMnBaCoktrv
bu> ana. Nov. 21 or 22. Wl hata
a/gn Cal Room 3541403 or 3722301.

only

EN

WRITE—Wt WARD 1
CITY COUNCIL
Pak) tor by CaMra tor
Tad Babnkan. Cmpn Mgr
Gary Morgan. 14 Moonay Hal

«o* needed to
Carolwa Arn For Tunday Nov. 22.
Ratjmlng Sunday Nov. 27. Wl help
will eaaran. Cal George 3722801

Special Fall Sale
Hair cut
$6.00

TED

el Urn. HM
ataaa amaaaV

LOST: Oaa Red naat aa Meaam
aajM.»leund ataen eel Ue-mi
er 172-Mei and eak tar Bam.

USO a narenmg tor an aaaatam to
no National. Sana I Community
Alia.a Co-oribakji
II Inlaraalad.
okmn pk* up an appacaaon In 406
Sajdan- Sarvton. an aintieoll

PERSONALS

LOST AND FOUND

TO THE PERSON WHO STOLE MY
JEAN JACKET AT UPTOWN MONDAY. OCT. H. I SAW WHAT YOU
LOOKED L»tE AMD V I EVER 8CE
TOUR FACE ON TH» CAMPUI YOU
HAD BETTER RUN. P.I. TELL YOUR
FRaUeUS I KNOW WHO THEY ARC
ALSO.
LOIT: HO REWARD
Dtamond I gold neefcaoo, greet •anttmentat varoe LrjetupkMrn, Thura..
Nov 3 Paan eel Denae at 354
3148

TO THE BROTHERS OP SrOMA ALPHA EPSLON. "THANKS"' FOR BEHO THERE. PHI ALPHA FLANE8

PAULA L JOHNSON
Bring ma ad m A gal
11raa
OIANT TOST ADA
■ LK-U80E VrOoetarSt
No BnOrnBtaM 11/18/83
1.0. raqulrad

TUCKER TYPING
6t< Yaar ol Samoa
Nancy 382-0808

WOMEN IN BUSmESS
MEETtaS TONOHT AT 7 30
113 BA. TOPIC '^lANAOeMENTCHCAQO RAFFLE DRAWING WILL
BE HELD. ALL ABE WELCOME

Hair Unlimited

Precision

UTTLE JENNY- I wn to excited to
gal you tor my Rle, and I hopa you'ra
rappy. too. I'm looking lorward to M
many good «mn looMhar a. big and
I Una and raWxiwa. BG TrSH

CONGRATULATION* CRAIO
BTOU. AMD AIM lltPRPIMJI ON
VOW Bn.T-ALPHA CM OMMA
LAVAUeajNO.- WHEN'8 THE BK)
OATI? — TW DtLTS

oas. Cal PWP - 362 2836

Thuredey November 10, at 730 pm
at ma Fra--J. houaa IWroehraorxa

Loal Sal ol keya Monday right.
Paan pel Eata 362-1 ABB.

Unisex Hair Care and Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster 353-3281

CONORATULATION6 OARY WHES
AND SPENDA DAVIS ON YOUR
PINNINO-IM SO TIRED-

PROORAM M FRANCE?
»alrna«ng-

FOUND: 1
HOT. Hi

JOHN HANCOCK COMPANWl
Totado. OH.
11 21-83 FINANCIAL PlJkNNMQ:
BVany malor h Educ , Bua. Col.. Ada
• Sol.Oac.May.Aug Oreos II) 12

Al your typing KM
Piulaaanral I Ouk*
• 388-4017

SQUASH MATCH kjnkjht al Student
Rac Cantor court. BOSU va. Totado
Ctab Nna UngUl naturae earwig al
6:30
rnorr

11-2S-S3 SALES REP: B/SeBng a
SUn or otiar Bua. makxs Int. h
Sam. Dae.. May Oreos 12112 skxe

•a.

n—ntm a> al AMA Mambara; Mr.
Kovki Krun from Batxiruaa Ratal
ralaliHHaiiiil «B apeak on Tun..
Nov 8 ai ma Homy inn Pmanta
Ion Ml ba Irom 7pm-Spm. lanmn
by i Iitan horn 8-10pm Intarietad
oraouaeng aantora Bhoukt bring reaumaal

TYPWO-LOW RATES
Crack out our muleeelonaly typed
and aratan raaumn too 382 6787

R
lit

I

B6 News
ads
are
read!

